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inariea. A warm campaign, though a
abort one, la anticipated.
Following at lucks on the present
board by Evangelist Hcoville several
week ago, the supporters of the old
board circulated a petition asking the
member In stand again for election.
This hroug! t a threat from the church
and moral clement of the city to lape
a democratic church ticket in the field.
The church ticket, however, didn't ma
terluliae and the le.idera of the nppost-tlonow declare that the citizen's progressive ticket Is not a church ticket,
nor a democratic one, but, as lta luuuc
indicates, a mora progressive and ug'
greaslve fai lion seeing to improve the
city both materially and morally.
The present lsi;d did not publicly
avow iu Inteiiiion of standing for re
election until I In-- oiflclul provlamatlon
of the election wna ready to be publulled. The opposition did not frame
lta slate until yctcrduy afternoon,
when a meeting; was railed for the pur
potte In the office of District Attorney
J. H. Vaught. Though the Urnphlc has
been expecting the announcement, it
did not learn the namea of the "progressive" cuiidldat.-until the off'clal
elect Urn proclamation had been received
for publlcatl in.
Evidently neither of the faction In
volved are ready to take the public
into their confidence and If they have
framed platforms, they hare not bevn
It Ih hoped that both facannounced.
tions will make aome statement to the
voters aa to the Issues Involved, as,
otherwise, the whole matter will be
taken aa a purely factional flxlit for
the honors of ruling the rtty. The vot- era will certainly appreciate less per
sonal ambition and partisanship, und
are ready to support candidates who
are unselfish enough to disregard fac
tions and unite for a clean and pro
grutudve administration.
n
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"Where did you get that wounded
band?" asks the pretty French girl
"I was leaning against a barrage when
It lifted and I overbalanced and fell,'
answers Doughboy Charlie Chaplin In
"Shou'der Arms." At the Majestic,
Hatunlay and Sunday, March
27-2-

REPUBLICANS HOIJ) COUNTY
CONVENTION THIS AFTERNOON

The republicans of Luna county met
at 2 o'clock at the armory this aftemon and named the following as delegates to the state convenIn convention

tion to be held at Hunta Fe, Macrli 20,
for tlie purpose of naming delegates to
the national convention to place in
nomination candidates for president
of the United
and
Htatea:
Karl A. Snydor, Sam Fein,
Hugh II. Williams and Clarence Morgan.
C. J. Kelly was elected republican
county chairman.
Republican precinct primaries wilt
be held April 14 to select delegates to
a county convention to lie held April 17
to nominate candidates for county of.
fices.
Outside delegates to the convention
this afternoon were: Columbus, J. It.
Blair, Bam Fein. M. R. Coleman, Ernst
Kngeudorf ; Myndus, J. C. Morris, C. C.
Hollcnback ; Ilermaiiaa, Tom Baker;
Hondale, C. R. Uambo, Frunk Kimball,
Joe Malsel.
a a temporary
A. A, Temke acted
chairman and Ernst Engendorf was
elected chairman.
MERLE
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from the Junk

heap ran afford to smile at the tarnished brightness of war honors. Tlie
"hero stuff' couldn't lust long and It
was inevitable that the acclamation of

NEED FOR CAVALRY TROOP HERE
Constitution of the United States
A well reguluted militia being necessary to the security of a free state,
tlie right of the people to keep aud beur
arms shall not be infringed. (Art. 11,
amendments. )
To anyone who doesn't like the National (iuurd or doesn't umlerstund
why It Is necessary iu time of peace to
have one, the foregoing quotation
should be a sufficient answer. Volumes
could be written that would say no
more.
In the few words is suggested
that It Is not only a duty to maintain
the militia, but 'lint It Is a prl ilcgo
of free peoples than can only be taken
away from them when their lllwrty
censes to exist. Slaves only bear arms
for their masters; American
hear
amis for the protection of their liberties.
It Is true th lit every man between
the ages of 18 and 4 years Is a member of the militia, but It Is an unor
ganized mllltlu thut takes an act of
congress to call out, elaborate draft
machinery to set In motion, and then
The Nathe long delayed training.
tional Uuard Is nn organized mllltlu,
in being equipped and partly trained.
It la a nucleus around which the citizens enn rally for n ipiick ilefeu-te- , as
they did in the world war. l'oor and
despised as the militia was, it furnished
half the divisions which actually
fought in France, ts'stdes Mrsolinel to
train the drafted men and to carry on
the complicated machinery of organization. The National (iuurd was on the
ground with the first of the regular
army divisions.
It is to be admitted that the militia
has Inhmi misused, but other government agencies are misused. When
Colorado wauled to misuse its militia it
was filled up with thugs and gunmen
were discharged.
tho decent uiemls-rIt is the fault of the people when they
allow their state trooM to degenerate
ml become the tools of capitalists.
The constitution says the militia can
ls called forth "to execute the laws of
the union, suppress Insurrections, and
Aud it has to be
repel invasions."
done, whether or not we like It.
In Luna county the necessity fo a
local armed force to repel Invasion
should not lie questioned, as I.umi
i
slaughtered
county citizens have
by foreign Invaders In days iast. It
devolves usui the young men of thii
couiJiuiiity to furnish that certain
means of defense only upon which our
homes are safe when the sun g
down.
Moic than fifty names are now
signed to the troop roll; seventy must
actually Imj accepted for service before
federal recognition Is possible. The
surgeon will weed out a few and some
will get "cold feet," hence It Is necessary to get the active cooperation of
every
practically
young man of military age In
Doming ml the surrounding country.
Don't wait for an Invitation to do your
duty; come in and slgu the troop roll
and let's "do business."
Tlie local troop will liegln Its career
with an endowment that would have
made the old militia company here turu
green with envy. Under the old law
no one received a cent of pay; now
we are paid 25 per cent of regular army
pay for 48 drills of iV, hours each,
and all after working hours; all necessary equipment Is furnUhed. Including
clothing, arms, horses and horse
Fifteen days a year on full
army pay Is devoted to field maneuvers.
The armory and all lta valuable
equipment lelongs to the troop: It Is
their station and their clubhouse.
Five trooper will receive $73 a month,
In addition to their army pay. as en retaken for the horses. Tlie stables are
to be built with money appropriated by
A Inrge armory
the last legislature.
fund Is now In the local banks to the
credit of the armory board.
and
As a matter of fact the
state governments have done all possible to assure the comfort and
of the militia units. It offers
the greatest opportunity to the young
men of the city to associate themselves
together for pleasure and patriotle
duty. Military training iu the National
Uuard will preclude the possibility of
youths Into
the drafting of
the regular army for compulsory military service.
Now is the time to boost for laming' Own.

the crowd should die away to a whla-pe- r
ami then to silence; It is better so.
Being a hero has lta disadvantages to
the fellow who has tlie ability to make
good and doenn't wuut to Is) distracted
by continual references to a chapter
lu liis life that has bceu closed iu an
honorable fashion but closed, nevertheless. The keener wits and broader
gives even to
vision which war sen-Icthe humblest la advantage enough to
carry over the economic fight and
marks the war veteran with honors
that have the Jingle of good coin and
the isissesslou of a seat In the councils
of the elders. He will compel attention when he sjieukH.
Only a year ago the people were
hastening to pay honors to returned
soldiers; fair womeu smiled sweetly 011
them ; politicians told how they were
going to "do something" for them.
ot the heroes are now in hospitals.
In Jails, on the bum, in congress or
making a more or less honest living
Aside from those
like other folks.
who are blind or maimed or otherwise
helpless, they are receiving neither
honors uor promised assistance; only
gratuitous advertising wheu their
French of (ierman wives come over
with tlie "war babies." Congress tads
that It cannot give them assistance
without wrecking the country finane
cially (they forget Mint tho
campaign shortened the war by
a year at least), besides they have all
they cau do to take care of needy Europeans. Might here lu New Mexico
we hud a legislature that appropriated
the munificent sum of 30,000 which.
It Is an even bet, will go only to deserving politicians. How can congress
afford to provide farms for soldiers
when It has to build so many federal
buildings in so many hick towns?
We do not realize It so much here In
Icuiing. but the fact remains that In
the larger centers of population there
are literally thousands of
men walking the streets as homeless
tramiM meu who had braved (Sermnu
machine guns with beating hearts "that
democracy might not perish from the
earth." What a mockery I These men
have Ihhmi displaced In Industry and
they lack the ability, training or opthemselves,
portunity to
lu that lies national dishonor.
It is perfectly true that a rash bonus
will not help this tyi of man. There
is only graft and political intrigue in
Hut what went
the bonus proposal.
with the plans to place returned soldiers on farms? A politician In the
New Mexico legislature says that they
won't go to the farms aud that they
have lavn iibsorlNHl aguln Into the industries. Neither statement Is tnie.
have said that the
He might
war is over and that the dead post
bury
might
Its dead for all he or his
ilk cured that's exactly what he
plnch-is'iin- y
meant.
What a
theory. The time will come
men will l
so
when the
well organized that they will demand
and get money, but the opportunities
that should have been created to make
will
money through Industry
have
passed. Tlie civil war pension disgrace
and many men
will lie
who could have been helped will hare
been pauperized charges on the community Instead, of producers of wealth
for the community.
What Canada has done gives tho lie
to the politicians who claim that creating opiHirtunltiea for discharged soldiers endangers the finances of the
count, y or that the
men will
not farm. More than 15,000 Canadian
are farming and more
than 1,000 a month are taking up farm-lu- g
under tlie liberal patronage of the
government.
The great need Is for farmers
of fissl. They go onto waste
land and make It productive; they add
to the national wealth and the assistance they have received turns out to
t
a most profitable Investment of public funds. Thousands of letters were
received by the secretary of agriculmen desiring to
ture front
farm. They were promised that cons
gress "would do something." But
promptly forgot all about It.
Meanwhile money Is being appropriated Men going to ruin and wssto nlaces
It la not good business.
tot about everything ebw on earth.
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The Masonic Hub at Fort Bayard,
the Sojourners Club, has invited tin
local Masons to attend a barbucua at
Jfyrt Bayard
f7 in April.
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WAKE UP, TAXPAYERS
An Inspection

registration
looks at the fire station discloses that
property taxpayers are not presenting
themselves In person to see that their
names are placed oil the separate list
necessary to enable them to vole on the
bond issue of $100,000 for buying and
expanding the water plant
KeiiicmlM'r. you cannot vole without
you go to the registration place and
tell those In charge that you puhl a
pnqierty tax during the past 12
mouths.
Itomcuils-r- ,
that proisrty tax doc
not mean a real estate tnx, and that
anyone who has paid a dime on some
form of property is entitled to register
and vote.
Keuiemlicr, that "pust 12 months'
dHs not mean, necesxurlly, 1010 taxes.
If you paid back tuxes during the year,
it cntitlcM you to register and vote.
I hurt let the. old crowd bluff you
out of your vote. Homo will tell you
thut because your tax Is small and be
cause, possibly, you don't own real es
tate in Doming, you haven t a "moral
right" to vote. How silly; whatever
y gives you not only the right
you
but iuisises the duty of voting on tlie
water question. You pay for tlie water
you use, quite as much as those who
lots, and
own many mesqulte-brusyou will suffer quite as much or more
than such when the water service
pisir or the water Is turned off
or the rate Is raised out of rcnsui.
Vote and help settle the question according to the best advice obtainable.
If all the proHTty ownen vote the
question will Im settled right, no matter which way it turns out. The collective Judgment is better than that nf
any single business man. no matter
how astute and successful he may Ih.
If you don't vote, don't "holler" when
the well gis's dry. Now Is the lime to
use a little foresight and avoid the
trouble and expense of a settlement
that will, without doubt, lie fonvd on
the citizens later on.
The Ismd issue Is the most Important
ll.e citimatter that has come
zens In years. There isn'": much enthusiasm on tlie isirt of I lie p.wers
that I on the question, bec.in.ie the
"stntus quo" Is gisid enough f.ir tlu'in.
Personal ambition Is not at stake and
partisan spirit Is not Involved, hence
110 one is out arousing bis friends anil
stirring up the spirit of conilsit. 1'et
tho issue Is vital, and will determine
the course of city administration for
years to come and In matters
foreign to municipal ownership. Owning the water plant will give the city
,0 improvement
an opportunity f,,r
In other lines not possible so long as
the policy Is domlniied by the few nnd
hound by narrow laws licit lvl. hit
with HgeoM reWllnge goveriiiK-n- t
strictions.
own inYou will have to ill yo-iloiiiilslratl .n
vestigating; the Ity
of

John C. Watson
Frank U Nordhaus
John W. Clark
A. B. Daniel
J.

V.
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Under Field Manager John Clark Drill
ing bora on Kapidly and Smoothly
West of the City

TAYLOR

Tlie many friends of Miss Peggy
O. II. Hupplgir of Ibmilale
were surprised and delighted to hear
if their marriage at Kl I'uho 011 February 2U. The aecrrt bad lsen well kept
up to a week ago, wheu the aunouiice-uieiit- s
were sent out. Iloth are well
and favorably known here and It is
nice to think that they can make tl.clr
home lu the Miuibres valley.
In wishing them lutpplnesH the (ra
plilc Isn't going to recite the trite
encomiums that mark the ordinary
wedding: Isilh the bride and tlie bride.
groom have long ago made their place
In the hearts of their friends and
nelghlsirs.
Their home will lie the
IiOiig H ranch near Ilondalc.
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Coming Charlie Chaplin In his
million dollar picture. "Shoulder
Arms." Three reels of Cluirlle'a idea
of how to kill the Huns. At the
Saturday and Sunday, March
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Merle J. Cleckner, 25 years old. died
here at 8 o'cIik-- Saturday morning of
tulwrculols. His body, accompanied
by bla brother, Harry Cleckner, was
taken to Webster City, la., for burial.
He is survived by his father, James
f Webster City, another
Cleckner
brother and a sister. He had many
friends lien? who regret bis nntlmcy
death. The deceased came here with
the 34th division and waa discharged
he
because of Ida ailment.
worked for the H. Nordhaus & Hons
Amerimember of the
Co. He waa
can Ieglon.

'
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County Assessor
J. T. Hunter
(uperlntenediit of Schools
Joe Wllla Bell
( ounty Commissioner
First Dlst.
J. A. Muhoney
John U Ix)ftls
County Commissioner Kccond Dlst.
J. Chadborn
County Commissioner Third Dlst.
J. W. Phillips

The fight for Ihe board of trustees
of Deming 1 on wltljL the "Citizens'
Ticket" and the "Progressive Citizens'
Ticket" in the running. With the
county dcmocratlo primaries out of
the way, local polltlclau are retoly to
take up the cuiltrt't for renewed combat
which had ceased with a Hort of armed
(race in order to fight out the more
pressing matters Involved in the prl

DIES

FIVE CENTS THE COPT

LUNA COUNT!', MARCH 20, 1921

54

County Treasurer
W. J. Berry

Indications Point to Hot Fight Between "Moral" Element and Pre-en- t
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Entered for Board of
Trustee of Denting
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OFFICIAL TABULATION OF VOTE CAST IN DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES,
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CONTEND
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CVyslalllied fopsum in Which Drill la
Working (iMiimon to Bukersfield,
Cat, Oil Field
The Florin (Kill fomnunv's well ..
of the city Is now down mm Ttft and
won everything favorable to continued
rapid drilling.
For several days the
formation bus
crystulljxcd Kyl.
sum, an exceedingly favorable formation, according to M. A. Ilekek of
Ijowle, Ariz., who dropisil into the
(iniphlc offb this morning to lend a
word of encouragement to
,M.
iNswters for oil in the Mlmbres valley.
Mr. Ilekok says that the "gyp" is
common to the Hukcrsficl.l. Oil., field
and also to Bowie. He states that the
Howie well, with its year of development. Is down little more than "00 reet.
aud though the oil showing there is
very strong, the comtNiiiy bus hurl the
p.s.rest sort of luck lu its drilling. He
that the first oil well of this
region will ls brought in by the Florida comiainy under the efficient direction of Field Manager John Clark.
"Oil is here," he ihs lares, "111111
only
needs faith backed by reasonable Investment to bring it In."
Mr. Ilekok Is going to the Joranada
valley near Cutler, where be will start
a rig to working
Afterward he will
go to Kl Paso, where he will (qs-an
office.
The stockholders of the Florida Oil
Company held a meeting last Thursday
night ut. the offli-- of the conisinv on
Spruce street. The old officers anil directors of the company were
la-e-

u.

ELECTS

At meeting held by the different
units of the Winchester Junior ltifle
office rs were
oriw, the following

elected :
Unit No. 1 Range officer. Tom
Ibsich; supervisor, Marvin Kaithcl
assistant supervisor, Jesse South; recorder, John Franklin; warden, Hugh
P. Schurtx.
Range officer. Lee
Unit No. 2
Almy; siisrriNr, ltlchiird TIioiiiiihoii
assistant supervisor. Krnest Douglass
I
Joe Wells ; warden,
tiroen.
Unit No. 3 Range officer, Miirgnl
rite Moran ; supervisor, Mary Kelly
assistant supervisor, KlziiMh Johnson;
rconler, Mablo Steed ; warden, Mar
garet Holt.
Kach unit, when complete, consists
of 20 meiulsTs. The first two units
are now full and the third lacks only
two memliers to complete It.
Already several Isiys are on the
waiting ilst to form unit No. 4. It Is
their Intention as soon as all units are
well formed to give a public exhibition
of marksmanship with the 22 rifle, and
many parents will Is? both pclitKcd and
surprised to see how safely the hoys
and girls handle their rifles and how
well they can shsl.

n

BIG SHOW HERE ALL THIS WEEK

The
mid McCart Amusement
coiniMtny will
.i Hie tented season
In this city tonight snd will show all
tills week. They cou e here direct from
El Puso, where thev have been playing
BEACH STORY STIRS REVIEWERS to an Immense business under tlie auspices of the Kl Puso Police Benefit
and the I est guaraiit-thut
That the presence of the author of a
Usik at ti.e film prisbiclng base Is au could he given for the show is the folasset far more valuable than anything lowing lettr written by the acting
heretofore found In motion pictures Is chief of polii-- of Kl Paso:
Kl Paso. Texas, March 10, 1920
well Illustrated In "Tho (iirl from Outside," which is nt the Kialto Theatre, To Whom It May Concern:
Tills Is to Kiiy that the Iccmou a id
March 23 and 2(1, for Hex Hoaeh. who
wrote the Issik from which this pic- McCart carnival has Ihm-i- i showing in
ture was made for (ioldwyn, was super- iu this city for the past three w
vising Its pnslnction In the West. Every Cnllke other road shows and earniv.
detail has u brought out with vivid Ihe Lccuion and Met 'art shows are 1 t
realism, and Its author is well satis- from petty grafters and gamblers c
is conducted on a clean, business
fied with the plcturzuton.
This Is Mrha)M one nf the biggest plan. It is a pliwsure to rocomm

human interest stories ever screened. an organization of this kind.
(Signed! W. A. SIMPSON,
Kach player was picked from n chosen
Acting chief of Police.
list of screen actors. Tlie part of "The
On "Tlie Avenue of Mirth" will be
Kid," the young hero of the piece, la
admirably played by Culleu Ijindls, found several high class shows, among
i
seen In which are "The Throe Generations."
who, ufter his work had
nf grandmother, mother und
this (ioldwyn picture, was Immediately consisting
r
signed on a
contract.
Tills daughter, all the smallest people nn exgrandIleiolle, tlie
Incident alone ought to prove that "The hibition Mrs.
Girl from Outside" Is In the hands of mother, Is the smallest Sister of
lu the world; "The Honolulu
master players.
Director Iteginald Barker and Hex Show," with the singing und dam lug:
ItcHi-l- i
worked hand in hand all the the museum, which is one of the t
time, anil with this combination the on the road; "The Cabaret." with iti
story was produced by (ioldwyn under beauteous. IsmmHiig Indies. Then thero
for both old ami
the most fuvorablo conditions. Kach Is the
maiiagenieiit guarantees
character Is a real jiersoii, not a puppet. young. The
Hex Heach has lived the Aluskan life, each and every attraction to lie the best
nnd Director Barker has produced that money or talent could produce.
enough feature screen plays to qualify They will give nightly exhibitions all
of iHMning
him as the most logical man to put on this week and the
will make nn mistake in giving the
such a story.
When a prisliiction is seen by its Lccniou and McCart shows the patronmakers in the studio projection room, age they deserve.
it is only with hardened eye sthat they
K. P. CONVENTION
view It the story Is old to them, they
have seen It in pnslnction. they know
The district convention of Knights
personally alt the characters, and consequently they are not moved very of Pythias was held at Columbus,
by the story; but iu "The Girl March IS. under the auspices of CoIsn't "putting out anvtlciig." Ihe fig- much
There
picture carried all lumbus Iwlge, Nn. 42, K. of P. Lords-burfrom
Outside'
ures printed by the ;n,plile arc frank- who saw it in theemotional
was a large attendance from
sweep.
its
they
ly water company propaganda:
Hurley, Tyrone and Deming. also
sound well and may Ih true. But. In
Kl Paso.
Columbus lislge did ilsiMf
the absence of accurate and uneolnred NEWBERRY DRAWS TWO YEARS proud when it comes to entertaining,
opinion
all
of
reports, the consensus of
and all that were lucky enough to be
Grand Rapids. Mich, March 20.
the citizens after frank discussion will
present will not forget very wssj the
H.
Newberry.
United
Junior
Trnniau
prove the lest golds.
time No. 42 showed us. Thev nut four
Michigan,
today
senator
from
States
every
water
At least. It bohiHivos
'candidate through the third rank. Tbe
by
having
Jury
was
a
convicted
of
bond
In
the
user to take sn Interest
criminally in 1IMH to violate the next meeting will lie held at Doming.
Issue.
Those present from Iteming were: D.
laws. He was sentenced by
election
Vote!
Peters, William Rerry, Rud Hughes,
Judge Clarence W. Sessions to two F.
B. I McKenney, George Kstes, K. N.
yean imprisonment and fined $10,000, Jackson,
J. A. Green, John Pinsack,
released on Ismd pending an appeal and
CUTTING AFFAIR AT HOSPITAL
Huffman, II. K Williams. It.
at once Issued a statcme.it declaring Leonard
A. Iiine, Hllev George, P. A. Hughes,
his intention to retain his seat in the
Jack Breeu. Dick Hcdrick, P. B. BorIt was thought that Willie C. Miller senate unless that body decides other- ers,
L. E. Hyatt. Everybody had a
wise, or tbe supreme court upholds his
of the
Public Health Service.1 Hospital
. .
ood time and voted, that Cobiulms
I
n Mflfl,
..B
-nx ictlnn.
'.a
must isve jrit-It cnH-fiSharing the fate of die senator were iislge. No. 42, was there when.may
some of our fnnuTus' vendors of teqiulla
have
to entertaining, aud hope we
lust night, for when he went nome ne his brother, John S. Newberry, and 15 the pleasure a In some day.
pi
quarreled, It Is alleged, with William campaign managers, including FrederMerttmln anil enilisl 111) llV slashing him ick Cody, New York, and Paul R
rRECINCT CONVENTION
Both these men reIn the leg snd serosa the stomach with King, Detroit.
ceived the limit sentence with their
a knife, according to testimony
The republicans of Demlng held their
C. V. Rogers bsuiy. The injured chief.
precinct convention last Satunlay night
u rsiliifnilv hut not seriously In
AltsTt Lindauer was a visitor In the at the armory. Tlie following were sejured. Miller Is In Jail awaiting action
lected dHegatea to the county convencity last Friday.
by the grand Jury under .iu uono.
tion, which meets at 2 o'clock this af"What do you mean?" demands the ternoon to name delegates to the state
Irate lieutenant of Itonghhoy Charlie convention : W. A. Page, O. E. Lludloff.
Chaplin as he stands, firing his rifle st C. J. Kelly, A. W. Pollard. C. G. Sage.
TICKET
CITIZENS
the enemy, his face turned to the rear. W. 8. Clark. Edw. Pennington. B. V.
"I hate him so I can't look at him," MeKeves, Clyde Earl Ely, Harvey
R. F. Hamilton
snswen Charlie. At the Majestic. Dean, T. W. Gibson, H. D. Sidey, J. J.
Al!ert Field
Gibson, Harry Wliltehill.
Satunlay and Sunday, March
Henry Raltbel
Trscey
H.
James
C. M. Cotton of Los Angeles arrived
Mr and Mn. M. Morgan, from Call- r. D.
fornla, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. James In the eltr today, presnmshly to see
and
Walsh of Capitol Pome, Mrs. Morgan latter affalM of the United
.4.
Water Co.
la a ulec of Mr. Walsh,
Ims-i-
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tion. Aa the delegates to this con PEOPLE THAT ARE PESSIMISTIC the smell of those pine boards."
It la Impossible to calculate in dolKEEP CITY DOWN
Tontlon are elected by the conventions
lar and cents the value of that young
things
once
Rome
to
never
are
heard
eonfl
we
In various counties, and as
wotnan'a disposition. It boats a gold
FIR deutly
expect that the county central be forgotten. They stick to the mind mine all hoiiow.
like the burr to the sheep's wool, and
After all, happiness la a perfectly
committees will follow the kad of the we cannot forget them.
legitimate thing, and yon simply canINR Tonight
Tomorrcw Fiel Right
State Central Committee In this matter, When a youngster I beard Henry not be happy in this
world unless you
it follows that there should be a Rood Ward Beecher say: The cynle is one are able to feel that the world Is
never
sees
a
In
good
a
who
quality
It If a mlatak to continually dm
count
you will
representation of women In each
youraelf Willi
man, and never falls to see a bad one. grounded in good, and that if
laxatlva pi lie,
culomel, oil pur re and cathartics
ty convention. In order to bring this He is a human owl, mousing fur ver but look around you may find much
ml fore
bawd action. It wuktiit
to admire and love.
about all Republican women are strong min, and never seeing noble game.
tha bowels and llv.r an J make
The knack of being appreciative Is
doRinf neceaaary.
greater
no
active
is
an
There
be
curse
to
and
than
take
urged
ly
attend
to
To
Why don t you brrftt right today (a
the secret of all real enjoyment
This is No. 1 of a aeries of advertisements, prepared by a
blinking
owl,
human
sun
that
at
the
prl
precinct
respective
Overcoma your constipation and est
part In their
competent physician, explaining how certain disease which
know how pnierly to cherish and
light
while
things
all
the
JriMir syatem In such shaje that dally
are
other
attack the air passage such aa Pneumonia, Influents , Whoop1U b
urging
Unnaceanmryr
Ion marie. This Is the first test for the Hinging and rejoicing. Dante passed nourish every desire that you may have
ing Cough, Measles or even a long continued Cold often leave
can do ao if you
t a ibo box of
women of this state of their Interest through no deeper hell than that in to lie hopeful, to be cheerful, to be
Nature' Remady (NR Tablets) and
these organs in an inflamed, congested state, thus affording a
glad in the midst of the wonderful
take ona each, nlfiht fur a tMk or ao.
in actual partlc'pation in their gov. which the cynic dally Uwclls.
favorable foothold for invading germs. And bow Vick'l Vspo-Ru- b
very top notch
NR Tablets do much mora than
To be suspicious of humanity; to be tiling called life. Is the
may be of value in this condition.
ernment and glvea them an opportune
Tnfroljf catiaa pleasant aaty bowel ao
good in' of all philosophic attainment.
sincerity
sceptical of
Thla tnedicina acta upon tha
tlon.
of
Serpent
Distrust
Crush
ty to express Uiat interest, even be tent of thosethewith whom and
the
d:gestlvs aa Well aa allmlnatlva ortana
your lot is
Pluck the snarl from your life and
promolra jrvod digestion, cauaea tha
fore the suffrage itself is assured cast; to look out upon the passing
Your doctor will impress upon draw out the inflammation, atbody to art tha nourishment from alt
It away. Banish the leer from the
cast
ul
upon
leads
which
with
throng
your
machinery
curl
lip
a
aud eye and look upon your brothers with
While the
tha food you eat. Klvea you a food,
you
that following recovery from tract the blood away from the
bearty appetite, strengthens tha liver,
your
sneer
a
in
heart is to be cursed a kindly, loving glance. Crush the sertltnately to the nomination of the can
overcomes biliousness, regulatea kidney
the
active stage of influenza, congested spots and relieve the
to
uttermost
the
and boarel action and glvea tha whole
distrust which would coll itself there often remains an inflamed. cough. In addition, the medicidldate to the presidency of the United
Old Doctor Ram Johnson nsed to de- pentyour
body a thnrourh cleaning out. Thla
your
fulfil
to
In
have
in
heart and
accomplished you will not nave to taka
States may not seem to be so close
clare that he loved a "good hater."
congested condition of the air nal ingredients of Vicks are
medicine every day. An occasional Nit
the life of the individual citizen aa Rut the cynic does not especially hate fellows.
passages throat, larynx, bron vaporized by the body heat.
tablet will keep your body In condiamong the folks in an ex
out
(let
tion and you ran Hijn feel your beat.
that which decides the smaller offices his fellow human beings, he Just
poet a nt frame of mind looking for
These vapors are breathed in all
chial tubes and lungs.
Try Nature a Remedy (NR Tablets!
them.
something that shall be worth whlli
nearer home, every intelligent woman
and prove thla It I the beat bowel
Frequently
cough hangs on night long, thus bringing the
the
Looking
jaundiced
life
out
at
his
of
medicine th.it you rnn cs and coat
should feel that the issues involved eyes he can see only deformity and something good, beautiful and true.
soreness of the chest persists
medication to bear directly upon
only 2!c per box, containing enough to
Stop hissing. Slug, laugh, rejoice.
Inst twenty-fiv- e
day. Njture'a RemIn the comlna- National election are caricature the ugly or the ridiculous.
sold, guaranteed
finding fault. Open your eyes you take cold easily and there the inflamed areas.
edy (Nit Tatilrtri
Stop
may be obstinate catarrh. This
vital to herself and her home. For As he sec things, there is no such and behold the fact that humanity
and recommended by your druggist.
Vicks should be rubbed in
thing aa disinterested goodness, as dosplto its weaknesses and short-corPalace Drue Store
condition is slow to clear up and over the throat and chest until
the first time in the history or tne genuine loving
selfservice,
reul
as
Is a most Interesting und lovabl
lin.
if neglected may favor the de- the ekin is red then spread on
state the New Mexico Republican worn sacrifice.
velopment of pneumonia, or later thickly and covered with hot
Everyone, bo is cocksure, lias an "ax nffnlr. say
an hus an opporunity to play bcr part
To
that humanity is Inherently
on, serious disease of the lungs. flannel cloths. Leave the clothand to have her share In a National to grind" some selfish aim In every and fundamentally mean and con
seemingly noble move.
Such cases should continue ing loose around the neck and
election. It la her privilege as weu
leinnlilile Is te lie. Here are cases, it
Ixve, truth, honor, chivalry, unsel is
under the care of their physician the bed clothes arranged in the
true, to try our patience and ta
to inform herself a fishness, devotion are. according to
aa her ilntv
lie
should exercise moderately in form of a funnel so the vapors
thoroughly as possible on the great is human owl's philosophy, the dreams of our good nature, but none to merit our
contempt
the open air eat plenty of whole- arising may be freely inhaled.
sue which confront the country awl moonstruck simpletons, the hnlliiri'in-tion- s
For many we do well to feel sorr- y- some food avoid overwork and If the couch is annoying, swallow
of minds that have become tin- she should go to her precinct prima luilii need.
hut there Is not one that we have the
sudden chills.
a small bit of Vicks the size of a
ries knowing what kind of delegatea
I l( ii the dlvascd ear of In rrnic rluht to despise.
Nightly applications of Vkk's pea.
New Mexico Women In Politic
In
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represent
New
Uvea
wants
to
she
Many Twisted Human
evjn the glad, l.any laughter of die
VapoRub may help nature to
Samples to new users will be
the National convention and prepared llttlec hlldren fulls with a hollow, hypo-- As a consequence of heredity, of evil
complete the process of repair. sent free on request to the Vick
Santa Fc, March 10. Tlie Central
ring.
com
ritical
In
education,
faulty
deslrea,
there
environment,
of
her
know
them
to let
Because Vicks acts locally by Chemical Company. 231 Broad
There Is nothing sound, nothing are far too many twisted huuian lives
Committee of the Republican party bit
mon with other voters of the state.
sweet, nothing for which we can afford but who does not know that these are stimulation thru the Ekin to Street, Greensboro, N. C.
issued a call for the Republican state
to bo sincerely and grandly thankful.
ADELINA OTERO WARREN,
far outnumbered by the lives that are
convention to elect delegates to the Na.
Kit
virus In his heart and brain symmetrical and licautlful, so far, a
Chairman Woman's Division the poorthe
tioiml convention.
Thla convention
cynic moves about in a world least, as their spirit and purpose are
Tour
State Republican Committee. that affords blm no real delight like concerned.
will le held In Santa Fe on March 20,
Bodyguard
cage,
hyena
nothing
his
in
the
with
ami the Slate Central Committee ha JULIA ItROWN ASriXND,
Brron be plagued ! Love Is a "habit'
or
Colds
Against
RocheFinance Committee tetter than a snarl of
expressly declared that women shall
of
The
earth."
ant
Iowrdl,
grin of contempt for every passerby
to the
foucauld and Schopenhauer
State Itepubllcan Committee.
le eligible aa delegates to thla conven
A human bittern, he lives in the ma contrary,
notwithstanding
there are
More Than 17
larial swamp of his chronic pessimism,
Used Yearly
things as truth, honor and dls-where his solo business Is to sound the such
among us.
liitcrestednes
miserable notes of his lonely despair.
Still fresh and powerful, as tho na
Who would not rather "lie a dog and
ture force which each year rolKs old
bay the moon" than such a mortal?
earth in tho springtime glory, is the GREATEST MINERAL ZONE L
dium ore nearby, but because of the
Optimism Better Than a Gold Mine old eternal goodness of the human
THE I'NITED STATES IS RIGHT presence of ore of bismuth, of which
The family of looking on the bright heart
this company make a specialty.
side of finding louicthlug to admire
Mothers still love their babies, aud
We will have them. Also a largo
The following story from tho Silver
aud to be thankful for while others babies their mothers.
That bismuth occurred in the White
variety of Potted Ferns at attractive
'Ity Enterprise only goes to further Signal
are grumbling and growling, la the very
Uetween sweetheart and sweetheart.
prices, lluve your order In EARLY,
district lias been known for
best gift of the kindly gods.
parent and child, sister and brother, prove that this Is the greatest mineral some time but that
the ore of this
couple
young
walking
along
were
A
Deliveries Made
friend and friend, there is still the
In ho United Btatea:
mineral were commercially important
by a big lumber yard, near which same old music tie, strange and beauti tone
L. N. Knlffen, manager
there was a sluggish,
for tho has not len established. The fact that
fill as ever.
stream. "How vile Is the odor from
Don't you know that this is so? If United State Smelting and Refining the big corporation is Interested to the
young
exclaimed
fel
water!"
the
that
you don't the fault Is your own. Stop
rilONE 159
131 NORTH SILVER AVENUE
replied ttio M.in(r cynical and the rest will tske Company at Hanover, yesterday took extent of Is'ing willing to take an
low. "I badnt noticed
that
young woman, "I was so delighted with care of Itself. Detulng Free Press,
n option on six claims belonging to optlou on six claims Indicate
and assay
have
Otto Forster and Jack Grlssom an.1 their examination
lying hi tho newly recognized nilueral been more than merely interesting.
The property was located for gold
region near White Signal The option
fixes the purchase price at 1175,000 nnd there la more than a good shownd the purchaser has the privilege of ing of that mineral on the claim
sinking a
t
shaft on the prop which enn hardly be overlooked even
erty for the purpose of ascertaining though there 1 bismuth associated
tho size and quality of the mineral with It and radium alongside.
lodies.
White Signal is only a few mllea
It is believed that the V. S. Smelt northeast of Lordsburg.
ing and Refining Company Is Interest
ed, not liecause of the location of ra
Graphic terertlser are reliable.
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Million Jars

Flowers for Easter

FLOWER SHOP

If

If

Not a Buick
Then a Dodge
Both Are Supreme Cars

Auto Accessories

Goodyear Tires.

Truck Tires Furnished and Put On
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REX BEACH'S

125-foo-

"Girl From the Outside"

Service Car? Phone

RIALTO THEATRE

I'

With Special Hydraulic Machine

a

EVANS & STANTON

25-2- 6

Snodgress Motor Co.

American Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Company

Successor to Sam Watkin

JLw,m ''m

'

operated

BRANCH OFFICE
Neseh's Bakery
phone UfSR
th
of
work
ou
k,I!d
Our Laundry and Dry
tV
,h
In the Southwest, and are
"'HHd
most sanitary conditions.
Phone to cur office and our driver will
call for and deliver to your door on

?.m

Tuesdays and Fridays

EARN SIX PER CENT INTEREST ON YOPR MONTHLY SAYINGS
;

75

J'on want mice. Evans and Stanton hare good rare and will
do their het.t to serve you. When you want a sen ire car for any purpose rail us. We also operate the
stage which
lenves Dciiilng at 10 n. nu and tolumbus at 2 p. m
Dcniing-t'olumbu-

Thursday and Friday, March

1

YOUR SECURITY:

,

TRY OUR

First Mortgages on Real Estate
vnni the

New Mexico Loan
& Realty Co.
AUTHORIZED
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'

LaeaJ

Ajrnt

CAPITAL, $108,600.00

nome Office

I

i

EDGAR HETP
DEMING, N. M. ',

1

ALBIQIERQLE
New Mexlca

Sausage
SURGEON nARRY

a WILLIAMS,

"Tea, sah, Tse done been examined
by the floor screen and Majah William
done did It," said a patient from Ward
He was referring to Sorgeon
12.
Harry B. Williams, who Is in charge of
tne
laboratory,
lteslde
our
Uie major operates the
fluoTOscope,
machine and the major
regular
be has ever
say it Is one of the Ix-seen. We all know that the X ray
y

st

and you will be sure of quality

ROENTGENOLOGIST

Is perhaps the most Important method
of diagnosing in tuberculosis and we
are glad to have a man of Major Wiland training in
liams' experience
charge of this Important work at our
boKpltaL
He Is an expert in his line

end took his special training In
at the Army Medical School
and at the Cook County Hospital. Chicago, perhaps the largest hospital in
the world. Band $toro Smile,

y

City Meat MarKet
Doing rusineM en the same
comer for 3ft

yean

HENRY MEYER, Proprietor

TIIB PKMINfl CRAPIHC,
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TO WHICH YOU ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED TO ATTEND
Next Friday, Saturday and Monday, March 26, 27 and 29
A Display of I'miMial Signlfiranr,
Authentic FaAliioiw of the Hour for

Depicting as It does (lie Most

a

Season iinprecented iii Variety

and ICcautiful Creations
This Store Announces its Complete Keadlnehg for the
Season In tltis Spring Assemblage of

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Blouses, Skirts,
Millinery and Accessories
MEN'S AND BOYS EASTER APPAREL IN SUITS
SHIRTS, SHOES, HATS, NECKWEAR, ETC.

NORDHAUS'
Phone 46

0i

rpe

TUB DEMINO fiRAPinC. Tl'ESDAY, MARCH tS,

Foul'

MIGHTY GOOD BUY
AT THESE HIGH PRICES
All the city needs to hare the water
worka pay for itself is to leave the
water rates right where they are, regu
late the price so that the income will
remain the same. Ho that at expenses
can be met with. The city can have
a sinking fund ssme as the present
company has or any corporation should
have. First, the city could save 93,000,
Then the sinking
Mr. Cotton's salary.
fund of 94,200 aud 90.000 laid aside
for depreciation making a total of
A
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PAPER FOR LUNA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO
Entered at the PostoMce as Second Clsss M.ttor. Bubjcrtptlon
Dollars per Tear; Six Months One Dollar; Three Months, Fifty Oenta.
Subscriptions to Foreign uountnes, rmj wiu

OFFICIAL

W

STATE

TUtrrk

COR. ZINC AND BIRCH

TELEPHONE 1 59

The Nesch Baking Co.
Peming'a Only Firtt Claaa Bakery
PAUL NESCH, Manager

Out-f-To-

Ordert Solicited

DEMING. NEW MEXICO

$1.1.700.

KIDDING

DEMING CITIZEN'S

Our esteemed contemporary says that
Iiaving in luiNwll)le under the present
Just what h nieaus by
conditions.
"present eonilllloua" lie goca on to
a

follow:

"There in not a piece of material or
lnbor ihnt goes luto making paving
tliut has not Increased in irlce from 50
to 1im per cent over what it w three
year ago. The lowest Mil on reinforced concrete paving, made last week
nt (iiillup. N. M., was 14.01 a square
yard ami l.M a lineal foot for curb
imd gutters, on a contract for laying
::o,0io cubic yards. Two year ago the
sumo work eouM have been contracted
for ut U.S.") a square yard, a Ulffereuec
a square yard.
of
"If It can be done and the property
owner desire to iwve, there are other
things to 1k considered and attended
the iiaving could be laid.
to
The iiucMtion a to whether Uie water
niiilim in the business section of Uie
city are to lie left as they are, or who
I
to lie resiouHlble lu later yeara
when the paving will have to be torn
asunder to relay the water nialiis, that
are divlared to lie too small even for
of the city, is someI lie present need
thing to be considered."
All of which is true as gospel, but
absolutely no more reason why we
tdiould not pave than that we should
iult eating because flour and bacon
have advanced from SO to 100 per cent
or that we should go naked because a
suit that formerly
"hand
cost ." now costs easily 100 per cent
more than it did three or four years.,
rtalnly dido
ago. The .figures .quoted
ia up from pavllug
The reactionaries of Doming all ar
cue Just in the same fashion; not a
living soul bnt admits that Deming
ought to I S3 paved, but all of them
want to put it off. When the camp
was here they argued that the traffic
on the streets was too heavy; heaven
knows it was not too heavy when the
When the Graphic
amp deimrted.
broached the subject after the camp
bad gone the property holders, most of
them, argued that they did not have
the money. As a matter of fact you
can't, right now, get some of these
fellow to admit that tbey made any
money ou the frightfully high rent
which were charged during the sojourn
of the soldiers. However, the renters
paid the unreasonable rents as a reward for helping boost for the camp.
of the money? It wasn't
WhBt
nil spent on IJberty bonds.
As a matter of fact it doesn't matter
nt all whether or not they have the
money paid to them. We kuow they
got it and that the property made It
I'aving or any other public Improvement is paid for by capital earned by
property which thus acquires a value
bused on Its possible future earnings;
lu any case paving would not be paid
for out of present earnings. The property holders of the reactionary type are
Just waiting for another boom when
they can easily make the renters pay
fur paving. Hut will the renter, like
it? Now Is the time to make those who
have earned big rents spend a part of
It in paving. The Graphic has contended all along that the property is
gmsl for it and that anyone who tries
to buy a business location will quickly
find out the fact.
To ask whether the old and Inadequate mains under the business streets
should lie replaced by larger and more
IN'rnmnetit ones is like asking whether
or not a man should put a foundation
under hi house before the raises the
Of course the mains
Hiiiierstrueturc.
must le replaced, whether or not the
streets are paved. Tlicy are leaky and
they are so small tnat me insurance
underwriters charge lHming a higher
rate of Insurance than would otherwise
be charged. We have outgrown them.
Anyway the bond Issue which Is to be
voted on next month will settle the
Almost half of the $100,000
Jim tier.
water bond is for betterments. But
the same old crowd is out trying to
tell the city that It can't afford it
when they know that the present water
coinisiny is making more than flO.OUO
net a year on their investment and is
drawing almost enough money from
the taxpayers for public water rents
Yet Deming
to carry the Interest.
cries over the pitiful debt. Incurred in
the past. With a public water works
the entire city debt could be wiped off
rwp twHtMf giving
IV
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enough to want improvement, should
we object to Iiaving our taxes raised
in proportion aa the dollar baa depreciated? Of course, taxes are higher.
They will be higher yet, unless the city
is turned over to the big property
holders, whose only desire is to hold
property for that sacred and lovely
"unearned Increment" The little freeholder and renter pays now aud has
bis future mortgaged that the "big fellow" may hold Ills grip.
The Graphic would be moat surprised
if the citizens should initiate a paring
program. If they did, it would be two
a yard of conor three year
crete would lie laid aud that loug before a dollar would lie required to
pay for it. Tills, because it takes time
to clear the way legally for the work.
It Is easr to see that those who pro
test that "this isn't the time" measure
time as the Ixird Almghty does, that
is, "a thousand years is but a day,"
and, therefore, It is perfectly afe to
Join the "manana" bunch. We all
agree that paving la a fine thing.

is purest
is Just getting
of any kiari that
amount to much. The same crowd that
is now trying to kill the proposal to
buy the water rrorks used to argue,
quite frankly, too. that the city couldn't
run wlthont the revenue derived from
the saloons. As a matter of fact, the
bawdy houses contributed a considerable share In the way of fines and were
really considered by some as being
to the financial standing of
this community. But, even In those
days, someone paid the bills. Now the
burden is not placed on the nnfortu-nate- ,
but squarely on the projrty owners, who must pay for the privilege of
owning valuable city property from
w hich they derive sa Income and that
honorable right to ait in the seats of
honor where eltlaen. are officially assembled and dictate to the less fortunate.
Everything else is high ; why, if we
are honest taxpayers and progressive
The cry of high taxes

sxn
CUrioe.
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HOW COME?
We dont' like to call attention to erroneous statements In the columns of
our contemporary, the Headlight,
we are so often lu error ourselves. We both live In glass houses,
were,
aa It
and it behooves neither to
find too much fault with the other; but
wo really feel that our esteemed
has done an injustice to W. J.
Berry, who announced for county treasurer, and A. D. Tyler, who announced
The Headlight very
for
CJ,r,lf,1y Sprints the Graphic",
)

candidate..

but not ouly failed to meutiou .ur
glowing panegyric of Messrs. Berry
aud Tyler, but said we actually hadn't
endorsed them. The Headlight said :
"Every candidate endorsed editorially, with the exception of W. J. Berry
for treasurer and A. D. Tyler for
county clerk, by I.una county's independent and republican official party
organs. Berry aud Tyler stand In a
class by themselves, apparently, but
their name appear on the official ballot, and they will be In the race till
the polls close on the evening of
March 20."
Which Is all wrong. If our esteemed
contemporary wants to reprint what
the Graphic said about the gentlemen
in question, we will save him the
trouble of referenco to our Issue of
FVbruary 10, and at the same time
Impress the sentiment expressed on
anyone who may be in doubt Here 1
what we said :
"W. J. BERRY
"W. J. Berry, our old friend, Is out
for treasurer aud collectrr of Luna
county and is making an hctlve campaign for the nomination. Mr. Berry
has numerous friends In the county
and should be one of the best bet. in
the race. He ha. had extensive business experience and should have no
trouble in handling the important office should he tie elected."
"A. D. TYLER
"Arthur Tyler announces his candidacy for county clerk in this issue of
the Graphic. Mr. Tyler ha. lived In
the county for the past 10 year, and
is well qualified for the office he
seeks. He had two years' experience
as teller and bookkeeper of the Deming
National Bank and served for about a
year and a half In the county clerk's
office under Charlie Hughes. Mr.
Tyler is well known throughout Luna
county and nuniticrs his friends by the
score. He promises to devote all his
personal attention to the office If
elected and will doubtless make the
race for county clerk a very Interesting
one,

DEMING GOES OVER THE TOP
Applications

for enlistment

in the

Culled States Army secured by the re
cruiting detachment from the llth U.
S. infautry, headed by ('apt Carl E.
Drlggers, already exceed the number
expected from this drlstrlct during the

present drive for recruits.
The following named applicants have
hoeu accepted and forwarded
to El
I'aso, Texas:
Will Louts, Deming.
Nelson 1 Burwell, Deming.
Marlon L. Emery, Deming.
Johney II. Jones, Deming.
Itay Sullivan, Deming.
t'loyd C. Price, Deming.
Gilbert McDonald, Deming.
George E. Blaln, Deming.
Louis II. Tarter, Las Cruces.
Juan X. Valencia, Hlllsboro.
Joe B. Hill, Hillsboro.
liCslle Dlxson, Lordsburg.
Othel Stanfleld, Lordsburg.
James Couley, Lordsburg.
The quota alloted by the war dev
partment to the EI Paso district is one
man for every 707 population.
The
drive for recruits will continue until
March 31, 1020, by which time it is
expected that Doming and the sur
rounding territory will be far ahead of
their quota.
Graphic els ssl fled want ads. get
sults.
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4 RADCLIFFE CILAITAI'QUA
COMING TO LORDSBURG

Professional:

The local Chautauqua committee de
sires to announce March 30, 81 and
Anrll 1 aa the dates upon which the
Radcllffe Chautauqua will be given at
this place, and everybody is urged to
make arrangemenU to attend as many
of the session, as possible. The Chau
tauqua bureau at Washington has informed the committee that the
this year will be of an unusually high grade and that a number of splendid speakers and entertainers will b stmt here. A small folder
is beina-- distributed over town bearing
an explanation of the program to be
given, and it Us evidently been prepared to meet the needs of the present.
Each of the lectures will deal with
some phsse of Americanization, and
some good speaker, have been prom
ised to us.
The Chautauqua director will be Dr.
Frank W. Emerson of Img Beach, CaL,
ind In addition to his being in charge
of the program he will speak on the
second day. The other lecturer, and
the entertainer, expected here are:
Dr. J. W. Terry of California, lec

Directory
Pollard

A. W.

ATTORNEYAT LAW
Phone

107 E. Spruce

DR.

OS

i. G. MODI

Fhyildan and Surgeon
No. & Mahoney Bldg.

Phone

72

Phone

27

Dr. M. S. Morrna

DENTIST
Mahoney Bldg.
Phone 602

Office Hours
9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
DR. L. E. PETERSON

Dentist
Oeckert Building

Deming, N. M.

Forrest Fielder
FIELDER k FIELDER

James 8. Fielder

Attorney
110 W.

at Law

Pine

Phona 914

turer.

CLAYTON EDITOR WISE
TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
The time Is here when the people
of Clayton will again be asked to
finance their light and water plant
by Toting SM.OUV in bonds. If Clayton 1. to have water and light under
municipal ownership, the bond, are
absolutely necessary; but If the plan,
prevail and
of some of the
the light and water plant falls into the
hands of private grafters, with a franchise of their own choosing, then no
bond will be necessary; just a regu-hxtadvance In the price of water to
k
-Z"
"wise-head-

tl.a up a

Dr. Guy M. Bingham,

and Surgeon

JIOA'J

coming election. Why not get together
and select a ticket from the best bnsl- nes men of the town and avoid a fuss?
Clayton News.
RECOMMENDED AS CAPTAIN'S

Boys and Men's Suits Made to Measure
Work absolutely guaranteed, called for and delivered

COX IS THE RELIABLE GROCER
You want Groceries of the brut quality and at reasonable
prices, and you want them when you order tneaa that
means 8. A. Cox for Groceries, Feed and Coal

3,2s.re s. a. cox

Phone
334

Deming Carriage Works
F. C. PETERSON

Wagons, Implements and Blacksmithing
Deming, New Mexcio

Telephone 108

many new families and a liberal supEDWARD CHAMBERS PREDICTS
Rl'SII OF PEOPLE TO N. M. ply of fresh capital in the next two
years."
The records for 1020 and 1021 will
show a heavy Increase in the popula
SPECIAL TAX COMMISSION
tion of New Mexico, according to
Edward Chambers of Chicago,
In pursuance of an act passed by the
in charge of traffic of the legislature at Its special session, Gov.
Atchlaon, Topeka A Santa Fe Hallway ernnr Larraxolo has apoplnted a
Company.
to study the entire tax situa"I have faith in New Mexico," Mr. tion nad report to the next legislature
Chambers said. "Prices of land here in 1021. The appointee
are: H. J.
are still reasonable; good markets are I In gonna n, president of the Taxpayers'
Association of New Mexico, Roswell ;
available; the climate being moderact John
Joems, secretary of the state tax
Is Ideal for the livestock lnduatry and commbwion, Santa Fe; J. E. Sheridan,
crops
makes state mine inspector, Silver City; W.
of
the diversification
Vegas ; J. P.
failure virtually Impossible. These at- 0. Haydon, East
Albuquerque. An appropriation
tractive features of New Mexico appeal
of $5,000 was nude for the commisto homeseekera and other desirable in- sion's expenses.
vestors in the congested states of the
east aud they are making inquiry about
opportunities here.
The Santa Fe," Mr. Chambers
MONUMENTS
added, "is receiving more inquiries
AND COPINGS
about New Mexico than ever liefore
and it has become necessary to work
See W. A. Page if you
out a comprehensive plan for collect
need a tombstone or any
ing the information called for. The
work, in Una of fencing
Earth, the Santa Fe's paper, which
or coping or grading the
discontinued publication on account of
graves in Mountalnrlew
aa a
the war, is to be
cemetery.
Work thormedium for the dissemination of data.
oughly dona and charges
New Mexico's pulling power, I am
reasonable.
sure, la sufficient to brbig to the state
nt

a.

FILMS DEVELOPED

lecturer, of

One enlarge Free with each $5 Worth of Work

The Porter Concert Company, with
vocal, violin, cornet and trombone
music.
P. M. STEED
Loseff s Imperial Russian Quartette,
one of the best companies giving Chau
Physician aad Surgeon
tauqua concerts, snd bringing the Ru
Office 110 E. Spruoe St
Phona 60 sian balalaika, or national Instrument.
with them.
Residence Phone 80
k
Concert Com I
The
piano and
anappitat
of
one
the
pany,
Q. EL YOUNG, V. B.
ylophone organisations of the Chau
m sjm onii sines
tmautVnrlsiry
(Mtes
tauqua.
yy
pf!-ii-

WORK GUARANTEED!

ROSSER DRUG CO.

Dudos-Starbuc-

n

HHIIII.II I

"

""

pir;s

ii

m

director.
The price of aa adult
clmutauuua is 92 f.nd a cJiiiaW. C RAWSON
M uiuuey
S Hi OOKl Si.
iACK
taken in from the sale of the tickets
IMBAUtlB
belongs to the local committee, and if
Deming, N. 1L
Silver Avenue
each one who can do so will buy a
ticket and attend, there will be a profit
to be used In connection with some
AGEN CY
local institution of public Interest
GENERAL INSURANCE Get your season ticket right now.
PHONE 97 or 128
v ?Hf

I

.

A Home in Deming
aa seam as
u"
ffifLggsgj
&

EDGAR HEPP

a

inta

TAYLOR B AS KIN, Prep.

No. 3, Mahoney Building

Clyde Earl Ely of Deming and John
W. Harris of las Vegas will be recommended for coiaialiudons a. captains of
B. H08HH
t. A. BU0JU8
cavalry in the national guard as soon
BROTHERS
HUGHES
ss Governor Ijirraxolo return, from
I as Cruces. Adjutant Genera) James
Firs Inaoraaea
Bar will make the recommendation.
and Conveyancing
Abstracts
Both captains will be assigned the
duty of recruiting cavalry troops at Phona 230
115 Sprues Street
Deming and Ijis Vegas. Two other
commissions for recruiting hare I wen
WATSON
Issued, one for the organization of a VAUGHT
troop in Albuquerque and the other for
ATTOBJIITS aJTD OOUIUUOBa)
the organisation of a troop in Carlsbad.
Bproca StraU
Fe New Mexican.
Baker Block
--

"3

Deming Cleaners and Tailors

Ohio.

iti?ri.7niirali
aawrii(ii.iwMewaTT- .

i'la.il
int Will
stir the red Wood of the voters of
Clayton if it is made an isrw at the
aiai Kill

Physician

114 E. Spruce

Phone 565

Eve-mad-

DR. F. D. VICKERS

m-

Deming
(.Hntmiflage.
lined to paying taxes

Ko long aa the city keeps up the
amount of revenue that la now coming
in they can double the supply of water
without aoy additional cost, as the
bookkeeping will be no more and the
pumper can keep the pump going more
regularly aud Deming people, one and
all, will not have to be figuring that a
nail spilt la going to embarrass them
financially.
The people will own their own water,
therefore they will pay nothing to have
the streeta watered, each home can
grow flowers and grass and beautify
their homo, making it more cneenu.
for the wife, aud also for the husband,
so when he returns in the evening be
and
finds everything more home-likla bound to make a better husband, for
they cheer him up. The gentle
icnhvra that blow the sweet odor
from the uetala will be much nicer
than the odor from the wayside
weeds or the manufactured essence
poured npou a frivolous chicken who
la always looking forward to breaking
e
dress,
up a home with her
"not eveulng."
sev
by
I have lieen interviewed
eral good cltlaens, the rich and poor
Three were men of poor circumstances.
nevertheless they liad gray matter, ana
1 could Dolnt to some of our brainiest
men who never saved their money but
believed In keeping it in circulation, or
made some mistake late in life, never to
regain ambition to back up their plans.
So I say, one can learn Just aa much
from a poor person aa a rich one.
The greatest business pouits I ever
listened to was Railroad Jack. He was
brilliant but he cared nothing to heap
up riches. Anybody can make money.
Some scrimp themselves until they get
a start, then money make, money.
The middle class has as mucn to say
about conditions in Doming as the
richest. His life Is as valuable as the
rich man'a life. His vote counts as
much aa any other vote and It la the
little home that will receive the greater
benefit from owning their own system.
There will be a few plutocrats who
will use their Influence against Its pur
chase, but if you buy it you would
never turn It back to private ownership
for three times the amount and I know
that today It would cost three times
what they are asking you for it
Vm all the water you want and
when you want 1t at $2 flat. Beautify
your home. The cost is approximately
the same for little or much.
I have lived in two places where this
same question arose, and both are
mighty happy to own their own water
system. iHnulug Free Press.

WAIT A YEAR
Demand creates high prices. As the
demsnd la satisfied or restricted, prices
decrease. This Is aa true of public Improvements aa of other thlngj desired.
At the present time contractors have all
they can do to meet their obligations.
They will enter Into contracts only at
high figures. When present "Jobs" sre
ftnlsbeC ther will be seeklu? .outran
on lower bids. Isn't it a reasonable
supposition T

-

Building Material Is not
NoT.

during

The first step is te secure the advice of

173
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a

Tea will live In year awn borne and U should he
satisfaction. Domes are our specialty, tall and sJsT

E. F. MORAN & CO.
rbsoa III

lit Ire

Arenas

l
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ket, (dockers and feeders are moving
at firm prices. Feeders selling from
$10.50 to $12.50, stockcra selling fnsn
$10 to $12. stuck rows and heifers selling from $7 to $0.
Hogs
With 52.000 hogs on the Chicago market todny and 15.000 here, the geiwral
l'g market r limed here 15 to 25 renta
lower with a $15.20 top. Hulk of sales
from $14 to $15, choice lightweights
sold st top priivs. Medium weitrbts received the full force of the decllis;.
Pigs and stis'k hogs In fairly gissl din
mand.
Sheep and Lambs
l
receipt at all the prinWith
cipal markets, tod.-iy-'
fut sheep aud
lamlHi are cloning 15 to 25 cent lower.
Top binilm 'bslay brought $1S.M, ewes
scld from $11.50 to $1X25. The out
standing exception is breeding ewes,
which are selling today at $13.50 to
$11.50, quotable 25 to 50 cents higher.
Horses and Mule
With nl wilt 1.5(H) head of horses snd
mules lit re today, the bel uie Kelliuu
at barely steady prices with others
lower.
CHARLES M. PIPKIN.
Market Correspondent

KANSAS CITY STOCK MARKET

WITHOR.IW
4

Five

FROM ElTtOPE

HONDAIJ! ITEMS
(By Mrs. M. U. Fringle)

Tlie treaty of peace bi dying bsrd ; li
would lis re been dead long ago had ii.
W. E. Berry, who hss leeii seriously not been for those senators who propose to follow the president's lend, no
ill with the Influenza, Is reported
A Department Edited bj A. G
matter where be leads them. This deprevent Inu
Herman, County Atrkultural
Mrs. W. ). Whitney has returned to voted hand of democrat
snd lambs, the exception being breeding
Itllicoii sfter an extended visit with the trenty from being ratified with
ewes, which are 25 to. SO cents higher,
Ace., for the Fanners and
the time enters the "rook1."' aiud
amendments a pnjMiwil by Hcnntnr
her sou. tieorge.
selling from 113.75 to $)4JiO.
Stockmen ef s
until aa a finished product of military
County, tt It
Mrs. Annie Horn of Cliff Is expected lslKe; the Irreconcilable group, mosl
Today's Kerelpts
training; be Invades llunlnnd and raply republicans v of the "progressive"
here on a visit 'lie last of the week.
Cattle 13,000, hotrs 15,000, sheep
ture the Imperial (Scraisu ataff witb a
type, and a few ami administration
on
Is
K.
Ilcruwlck
sick.
10,000
Mrs.
J.
the
cattle,
compared
8,000
novelty
tjplcalljr
Yankee fur
met hud
with
democrats, are preventing the treaty
IKt.
What They Think About the Value of hogs and 10,500 sheep a week sgo.
and surprise.
ratified with amendments
Dipplnf Cattle
There sre rumors of the marriage from
same dny- - a yeur ago, rattle
Prices are IS and 30 cents.
Home time ago the county agent sent 11,81)0, hogs 10,244, sheep 11,440.
of two' of our Hondale young ieoplo. that would bind the lnltcd Ktutes to
Ilia feet Ret biiu into rountleM
The congratulations aud best wishes of Interfere with all iilnrrels that might
Beef Cattle
under the unsympathetic eye of bin out a q newt tonal res to SO cattle men
in Kurope.
the whole coiimiuiiit r are extended to threaten
drill sergeant, aud even after hi ad asking their opinion a to the ralue of With a liberal run of cattle and no
t liein in their new happiness.
While the situation is somewhat comsrent into the front line trenches he dipping. Twelve, or about 20 per cent, prime steers here, the market closed
Mrs. Kuby Broshears came In from plicated and shows the diversity of
in the maunge- - replied and the following paragraphs slow snd Irregular on all killing cuttle,
finds new complexities
i
1. .11
- - .1 Iimjuuru. ruinming
Arizona Thursday In visit her mother, opinion relative to the treaty ill the
with a few sales sternly st hutiirilaj's
are extracts from their replies:
ritiv auu
u:eill ui m ..I!..
senat ', 11 is. nevertheless, a very
Mrs. J. W. MlH.rn.
Unable to give Information on lice close. MoHt of the steers wild today at
numerous experienced In his dugout he
one. ii, that It prevents the
Miwlames J. A. Farrow, B. L.
roluuleers for a special spying nils- - question; dipped cattle twice In 1010, 512 to $13.75 with a mixed hunch of
It.' T. Meawlay and Miss president's blii-- followers from udont-lnhut neither .time did they hare lice. steers and heifers selling at $14. No
a policy toward Kiiihm Hint the
Cloina I'atherinan of Iteming visited
owing to plenty green feed. One bunch real quullty offered In tho steer line.
siiile will m l v.uul to sustain. We
the II. II. Club Wednesday.
fat aud ready for market were dipped! Cows selling around tUTM to fl0.no."
The 11. II. Club mot Wednesday with will e'ther 'line a treaty of pea.e thai
and snowed marked falling off In fletdi. veal calves $8.50 to 1 15..1, caniiers
Mrs. ti. W. Wcediusil ss hostess. really means tluit Ameriiiin intervenThink rattle should be In good condl- - to ST.
Stackers attd Feeders
Therew as a large attendant. It was tion in Kui'ope Is over or we will have
tlon to staud ordeal of dipping. Cattle,
meeting at none at nil until the conlc are able
arranged to have un
wintered well owing ta mild winter
With only u modulate supply of
and plenty good feed. Best winter since, htockers snd feeders In today's run and
the clubhouse on Easier .Sunday, April by llu'ir self rage tj place in Miw.-- n
4.
Hev. J. D. Henry will preach lu prciileiit t'lid a semi e that will make
1006. J. O. Kerr.
a goodly number of buyers ou the mar
the morning. There will lie a liasket a treaty agreeable to Aineriian ideas.
Results of dipping cattle quite ob
Rally no one Is enthusiastic for the
vious as cattle not dipped .can easily
dinner st uoou and an egg hunt for
lie pointed out months afterward. The
the children in the nftuniism. A spe- treaty but President Wilson. Kven bis
only cow needing rake is one that
cial program and music will lie enjoyed clowst adherents generate very little
throughout the day, and everyone Is "isji" over the league of tuitions and
broke away while driving to the dip.
t
ft I ;
Dipping cost of CO (vii ts per head very
Invited to come. Further improvements attending complications. In fact, ninny
1)1 I
31
MARCH
WEDNESDAY,
ONE NKJ1IT,
small compared with valuable results.
for the clubhouse were discussed. After Mipstrtcrs of the president in the past
l
time, during which are dead apilnst his js-- t scheme for
Dipping iucreaMcs capacity of range
a delightful
of the
dainty refreshments were xerved by taking the "uioral leailer-.iiaud Is a gixal luaurance against loss
no stockmu can afford to miss. Think
the hostess, the club adjourned to meet world" via the military meddling
dipping worth five times what It cost
March 31 with Mrs. Sam Wester at her route.
Herls-r- t
me. Hugh Itanisey.
home.
Ibsiver Is for the league of
The Indie oro requested to
Before dlpiiing practically all cattle
take special notice of the dute, ss this nations, but is not quite consistent in
were lousy and some in very poor conis a week earlier than the regular meet- his altitude and he Is "dally" growing
dition, especially cows with calves.
ing time.
slinky on tlin subject. He says:
The dip killed lice temporarily and
"It grows upon ine daily that the
cattle Improved at once even though
I'liilcd Stuti-- Is the one great moral
range conilltious were unimproved. In
reserve In the world today snd that
four week rattle were lousy again
141x1 Ak j..r wiiw "AX we cannot inuintnln tluit iinli'iH'tiilcnce
but at this time range improved aud
4 .!
of action through which this reserve,
la W,
..llk
k Ul" HiUoa. V
h..in, Mlxl
lice disappeared.
Interest In vat and
is to Is- maintained if we allow ourBar
roar
af
Tak
aarA..
first dip ooKt :2 cents per heed ; second
IIM III
(Irately.
selves to Is drugged Into detailed
illAMOND
IIUANO
,
4
dip eoHt 12 cents per bead. Cattle were
rioi
over a
entanglements
anlaina Bt.Slt. !nn Kallalli
tCOMD miLKl" oot" nouns I
l m
worth at least $5 more per head be
years.
SOLO BY DRLQQISTS EVLRYVHLfi
of
amo
Dipping Is more
cause of diluting.
'SHOULDER
"In my view. If the allies can !
beueficlul under poor range conditions
"LiGHTNiwand
Wise Fools Offer
Producers
brought
to adopt pein e on the liasls of
CROSS
MELTON
CORA
MRS.
than when range is good. William L.
the 14 Miints. we should retire from
Haas.
The new jirojrraiu of the Itaddiffe Kuros lis'k. stis-- and barrel, and we
Not being In the Infected district, cat
chauliiiiiiiil thfs season will have, in should lend to the whole world our ecosion, Camouflaged as a tree be In tle were not dipped. Cattle did very
mldlliou to the iimiiiiI nix lectures and nomic and moral strength or the world
vades enemy territory. A Hun wood well, due to good range. Think dip
!h1x
two hiiiiiImtm if will swim in s sen or misery and disentertiiinnients.
him,
are
may
attempts
to
where
add
beneficial
ping
cattle
chopping party
be
the dark ages. If
eNiecial iiilercht to the little folkH. This aster worse than
disguised as a tree stump, to Its col Infected but have no definite lufornm
'imrt of the program will lie under the tliev nm not Is- - brought to accept sure
lection, with disastrous result. Cliar- tlon. J. D. Todhunter.
Idlrecllon of Mrs. Corn Mellon Cross, on this luisis, our national hoimr is nt
lie Is finally ruptured in a shell-torNot lu favor of dipping; does them
WINCHELL SMITH and JOHN E. HAZZAR.D
by
who has a splendid reputation as a stuke mid we should have to make
cseupe
by
green
good
his
they
good
makes
bonne.
He
If
Iiave
no
all
at
French
Independently and retire."
'story-teller- ,
and cxcHs espeirliilly In
turning tho tnhles on the Ucrinnn, and grass, that causes them to be free from
Hoover knows, or ought to know,
her platform work before InrRe und
accompanied by the French girl who lice. Handling in dipping does more
varied );rouM of children.
tluit the "fourteen points" are n myth,
FOR A SOLIO VEAt EACH IN NEW Y0PK tnA CMICAG0
EXACTLY AS PRESENTED
tiefrleuds hlui, he seeks refuge In what harm than good. Ilelleve this Is the
This special treat for the kiddles bns lost in the miserable trading that was
proves to lie the headquarters of the opinion of most cattlemen. Kelly
a
liccti srranp-i- l thriuiKh the local
dono at Versailles. Mr. Wilson
general staff. The kaiser, crown prince I'hlllps.
ONIY
What Is left,
coniiuitlee. and It wll Ik- - some- the leading "trader."
and Von Hiiulcnhiinr surprise him In Taking them Mil lu a bunch, cattle
CRV A LITTLE!
A LOT!
VOl'IX
VOl'LL
thing that the Isiys and irlrls will
save that which Mr. Hoover bus sugan attack on a Herman officer, but did well this winter, but thoxe dipped
27
RDAY,
MARCH
notice
SEATS ON SAI.E S.ITI
gested?
Withdraw from Kuros for
for a lone time. Further
Charlie savci the d.y for himself and look a little the best. Think It would
of this part of the chantauiiia will he our honor's sake and the sake of the
IllV EARLY AND BE SAFE
PRICES, $1.00. $1.50 AND $2.00
the girl by wearing the uniform of his puy to dip any year ajid especially
a
larici'
IioismI
that
generations yet unborn who will lia"
L'iven. and It is
unconscious victim.
when the feed is poor. It pays to have
iiiimlier of the children in our vicinity to carry the hurdci of American i
He rescue his drlU sergeant, aim) clean of lice and other parasites.
will take advantaire of the presence of terference 111 the ip.in.'rels of Ktirois
captured by the Huns, and together W. J. Wsmel.
the play director at the chautauiUa.
they conspire to e jape. Their plan
I consider the dipping vat one of the DEVIL IMKJ PASSES THROKJII;
RECENT DEATHS
brings complete criifuslon to headquar- greatest asaets to my ranch. Dipping
"Take those feet iii." command d
WALK
TO
EAST
COAST
WILL
ters and s1ih1.cs the Uerman army to doggie calves through It one seasoii
Foxworth-Oalbraltmoved sergeant. "In where?" asks Iloiighb.
have
14 nt
died
March
Soiuiuerville
Jauies
Its foundation.
more than paid for the vat. W. o.'
William Mullen, who was one of home of J. A. Soiumerville, uged i! into their new quarters at the comer Charlie Chaplin. And then the tnml
Hall.
in "Shoulder Anns," his sec.
Sam's "devil dogs" who hcls?d years; cause of death, organic heart of Ciila r street and Copper avenue
t'nele
Cousldur dipping very valuable.. Cat
At the Majesi
NEW MEXICO WKF.KLY
New- - from their old stand at 114 N. Gold million dollar picture.
Imily
sent
to
was
cllsoaKe.
France,
The
out
Germans
drive
of
the
than ever before
Satiinlay and Sunday. March
INDl'STRLIL REVIEW tle in better condition
avenue.
went
Soiiiinerville
Mich.
Mrs.
Doming
walking
through
today,
berry.
passed
ut this time of year, due to the fact
ner
that they were dipped, as range bus from Sail Francisco to his home lu with the remains. She will visit reIbsiwell Four Deep test wells to tie ben very poor. Consider dipped cattle Cambridge, Mass. He Is taking the brothers In New York state
put down In Pecos valley.
at. little stroll as a sort of constitutional turning to Dcmiiig.
worth fully $5 per head more.
from Is'lng ginned lu
to
Nutioiml Exploration Co. Kimball.
I'lcucho
Norman I. Mrl(sl diisl March Id on
now drilling for oil here day and night ;
wintered better than In three France. He is satisfied tluit by living a Sunlit Fe train at ltlncon, ugc-- ' 40
Cattle
second well going down at Orchard previous winters and dipping doubtless lit doors and taking plenty of exercise years; cause of , death, tuberculosi-.Turk; third at l.uke Arthur.
helped. Cost me 25 cents per heud to that be will arrive at bis home fully The body was shipsMl to Mullau,
recovered.
Mcsllla Park ships 00 rases' eggs.
ld' h:i. accomNiuitsl by J. A. McUshI,
have cuttlu dipped. II. L. Lucas.
BUCK AM) FORI) WORK .1 SPECIALTY
Mullen is making the trip across the a brother-in-law- .
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"Shoulder Arms," the tecond

Kansas City Stock Yards, March 1.
liberal run of all live utotk today
caused the market to break 10 to IS
cents on fat cattle, 25 to 3f cents on
hogs aud 15 to 22 cents on tut sheep
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The National Security League urges
the adoption of a genuine national
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See how Charlie Chaplin geta even
with the "cooties" In his latest million
dollar picture, "Shoulder Arms." At
the Majestic, Saturday and Sunday.
March 27 and 28.

PAPER

PoatofMca

All TMs Week

THE HIGHEST BIDDER
A pew at St John's Episcopalian,
the fashionable church In Washington,
was recently put up at auction and sold
for 12,700.

Leemon & McCart Shows

Hark to the voice of the auctioneer:
Who bldsT We sell salvation here.
There's a musty tale 'twaa offered free
In a far-of- f
ancient Galilee,
ilut times havec hang.d and you most

AH. KILGORE

EXCISES

LETS GO

LETS' GO

budget

RAMSEY. Publishers

FOR LUNA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO
Clasa Matter. Subscription ratea, Two
Second
Entered at tbe
Dollar per Tear; Six Month. One Dollar; Three Months, rWj Oenta.
Subscriptions to Foreign Countries, nny venta antra,
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W
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.FULL OF FUN AND FROLIC

way.
The Columbua Courier makes the If you'd be saved in a
"Sandbagging" the business men of
How mueh for cushion's
Doming fur thU and that public enter- following comment on the latent coun- Who bids?
ease,
prise la a great isrt, aa members of ty seat democratic weekly:
"From the appearance of the cam- For rustle of silks with bending kne
"budget committees will testify. The
priests and surpllced
For
editor him had the misfortune to be ple copy which the Courier received
choir
mi mime of them and baa assisted in the front Mr. Ienno, we doubt much if With voices
the sweetest that money
"liolil uii" of local business men since the IleadllKht loses any circulation
can hire.
the departure of the ramp. Mostly It thereby. To be candid about It, and For peace
that only the pious know,
Is hard sledding, but there la enough still retain Mr. Peuno's friendship, we
worship the Ixrd come, come,
to the game to make It thought It was a handbill, and a poor Who
If you're a straggler for Christ fame.
interesting. iKiwlally from a psycho- one at that
For an open door to the smartest set,
logical stiiudimlut. And right here we
Yon should own a pew where the
A POLITICAL ITEM?
wl-- ti
to suy t hat Deming business men
wealthy meet
Mlk up the knle" utxxit aa cheerfully
Under the caption, "Cruelty of Harly Where the rich unfailing find a seat.
ns one could expect, considering the
do.
Of Shearing." the Headlight prints the A thousand? That will never
iiuiiiy demands made uHin them.
pew,
course, there ore a few "hard boiled" item which follows. We don't know, An aristocratic St. John
With a ticket to heaven and fashion's
(Mies, but they only lend Tarlety to a but we believe, that It is Editor
smile
humorous attempt to show
thankless duty.
very much larger pile.
DEMINfi'S THREATENED NEWS
(iiveu n worthy cause, imch at the the suffering caused by early demo- Is worth a
thousand,
and one, two, three,
Two
PAPER WAR HAS GONE "FLUEY
is
primaries.
night
chilly
cratic
at
It
llhrary,
the chamber of
iirinory, the
four, five
commerce, an unfortunate citizen need-In- yet and it is believable that an unsucbegin
you
to
Ah,
now
look alive.
It lisiked for a while as though Dem
assistance, or something of the cessful candidate who awakens to find
thousand six, two thousand seven, ing might stage a newspaper war. The
wit, the next necessity la to Rive 'em himself with only a gaslcs Jitney to Two
heaven,
a
really
like
sounds
little
city's old and new democratic organs
something in exchange. A piece of show for his efforts must undergo con- That
Two seven, and gone
seemed on the point of locking minis
1'iqier will do which says "Admit One, siderable pain, The Item follows:
contest went
when the threatened
"The first week In March sheep and You've won the goal.
Item-fiof Illiiiik," then the ilnte and
you're
smart
have
and
Henceforth
fluey." The (iruphlc doesn't lielleve
the price of admission. There la a bet- gout shearing is commenced in some
soul.
your
Auieu.
saved
in newspaper controversy, except when
ter t lut ii .TOM chance that Uie paper parts of the West, and often great suf- Life.
real vrlnclplcs may Is at stake and,
will never Ih? used; hut the excuse fering and louses are the result. The
certainly In tho present Instiince, the
for the hold up la hnd and the rest is atate humane societies In Western
wu' ' wll to look after Foxworth-Galbraltin re detail. It is Just a little more re- have moved Deadlight and the Free rress have
Into their new quarters at the corner nothing to gain by a wnr of words.
fluid tlian using a black jack or pick' cases of too early shearing."
iug isH'kets, with the added satisfacof Cedar street and Copper avenue The respcctlvo editors are to ls conACTING I.IKE
tion of keeping out of Jull and "getting TOWN
from their old stand at 114 N. Gold gratulated on their good sense In dropA DEMOCRATIC IOLlTICLAN
ping personalities that make for bad
It over."
feeling In the local newsiwper field.
Of course, somebody is going to
a, a a a
a a
a
a a a
a a a
.1. a a a a
Since both publications represent the
"siienl"; and the variety of excuses Evidently the political agitation of a TTTtTtTTTTTtttTTTTTtTTTTT
lsst that Is In democracy, and everycftVred are varied and sometimes the past few days has deranged the
thing in Luna county is democratic,
town clock, for
ii musing.
For instance, selling a dance usually
they ought to fare forth like brothers
ticket to somebody who never danced, It waves its hands about without re
to do battle for the great party which
never intends to, and holds the indoor gun I to time thus indicated, and when
Issue
word
each
a
negotiated the now famous treaty of
wicked, is boliud to draw it strikes you can't believe a word It
HXTt ns
Minimum rate ZSt
Versa lies.
appeal for the says. Housewives in the vicinity of
fire. Hut un
Cash must accompany ropy
piirticiilur public nwesslty generally the court house have long deHndcd on
nds In a successful "touch." The me nig cukk ami tney are very much
NOTICE TO LIBERTY
WJiU BALE
ticket is often torn up in disgust And "put out" liecause of lis unaccountable
BOND OWNERS
gone
seems
conduct.
to
have
demoIt
the chuutntiijua. lice, kid, but the word
FOR KALK 100 acres dcediil land;
along
with
many
everything
cratic
else.
The
is un iinuthema in the mouths of
10 an acre.
F. II. Wing, Ileal F.s- rermaiient Isolds of the various Iswho have hoou "stung" in the past and results are late meals, burned roasts, tntu and Rentals, 11014 E. Spriue. 2S tf sues will be available for delivery or
engagements
general
broken
ami
enough
chaos.
to
are "unreasonable"
exchange on and after tho following
Ikt the bitter experience. "I'd like to It has been suggested that, now that FOR SALE Five-roomodern house, dates :
say many, "but this the democratic primaries are settled,
help the
gissl location, burgain, $2.riO. F. II.
First 4, April 1. 1020; first 4Vi.
ihiintaiuiua thing I'm not for and the clock should stop act lag like It Is Whig, Ileal Estate and Rentals, 110ft June 15; flist second 4V4i DeceiulH'r
.imply will not encourage by eontritmt-- filled with election bootleg nnd mark East Spruce.
f
1.V, second 4s, April 1; second 4 'is,
lug." And the worst part of It Is that the orderly march of the hours as It
May 15; third
March 15; fourth
many are really sincere about It. They formerly did before it was affected by FOn SALE
tract, mile and 4 Vis, Oetolier 15.
would give to the library gladly. But all tula democratic propaganda,
half from town ; orchard ; plenty of
Any persons desiring their bonds exr
jour astute "committeeman" knows
water; good soil; this Is a bargain. F. changed for permanent ImiihIr will preFORGET THE PRIMARIES
11.
that his rule of giving something in
Wing, Real Estate and Rentals. sent their temporary IhuiiIs to their
The democratic primaries have come 110ft Eust Spruce.
return holds good for the greater num
hank on or
the dates mentioned
ber. Hundreds of dollars can be ob and gone; a full ticket was nominated,
Permanent bonds
ami take a
tained by selling the chautauqua tick as the Grapric confidentially predicted. PECANS for sale, 15c, 20c and 25c ier will
le Issued as soon as they can
ts where pennies couldn't be gotten on The defeated candidates were all dead
pound f. o. b. San Aiigclo, Texas. make the exchange.
H subscription
list The theory Is psy- game sports and took their drubbing Those wishing samples send money for
chologically unassailable. Iersons will like gentlemen. Ifewaa a close race all;.,. ,mnt. Mrs. Ada nonthlf. riirls.
Armor 1'late Hiwe wear longer.
to the way around and none of them need'f,,,.,, Texas.
Ik? found who will raise objections
p
t
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Clurdy Slum Store.
Mint f l,a ftihmnnll ha, Miniiillatiul
miythlrg, especially when the appeal
SALE Barred rock setting
Ma... .iiff..rp.,t inf....
vin FOR good
suggests the loosening of purse strings. thon.
laying stock. Englert, phone
HANDS IT BACK
He or she is a poor collector who al be drawn from the result, deiending from
20-t-f
78.
lows excuses to shake belief in the on the point of view. While many un
HO
gotsl
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FOR
SALE
black land.
"theory" or to deter from a vigorous kind things were said during the heat
My declaration of friendliness met
all under cultivation, on the Mlcsse
of the contest, they will all lie forgot
prosecution of the "drive.
approvul of all, unless it was my
the
givplenty
of
city;
of water; friend,
ten before the election comes off. The tract east
As a matter of fact this eternal
in his
Mr. Vallandlgham.
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public
O.
thing
M.
enterprises are one saving
Mor article. I thought it
plant Address
ing must go on. If
about American elec
a little sar'as
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(Sraphle,
t
care
Deming,
ton,
gen
N.
M.
to
tions is that the animosity they
c castic, but ho may not have meant It
to continue. No. there is no
slop. Our advice is to grin and bear crate is sxn forgotten In the more
that way. I can thank him for men
give.
to
com.
matters
business
to
important
and
of
continue
it, and alsve all
tioning the Tress, as the free distribu
FOB
SAIJS
days,"
be
many
building.
munlty
hoped
to
is
be
that
It
It will "return nfter
tion fell short and many failed to reassured, lloincnilier the committeemen everyone concerned will let the matter
Homestead,
relnqulshment.
near ceive It. I am Mr. Val.'s friend,
amuseto
boosting
or
drop
a
profit
attend
for
either
and
aren't getting
Honda le. One of the best pieces of whether he Is mine or not.
ment out of the soliciting. They are bigger and better Deming.
He stated the truth when he said I
ground In tills section.
I can locate
out both time and money and must
from the (iruphlc, and I
you on this at a very reasonable price. used pick-uNOT TOO EXPENSIVE
listen to tales of woe that would bring
F. II. Wing, Ileal
E. gave the Graphic credit for the same.
Estate, 110
East Ijih Vegas, N. M., March 20.
the tears to the eyes of a wooden Inle should not throw stones when he Is
Spruce.
you get a "ticket" that The El I'asn Bltullthic Company ex
dian.
100 acres of land for $10 an acre. more guilty than I, for his shears are
admits you to something that you can pects to resume paving operations The improvements
cost over $1000. F. kept busy on the Graphic pages with
April 1. The east half of North Sixth
attend if you wish; you are not
Wing, Itcul Estate, 1104. E. Sprlce. out even giving the Graphic credit,
to use it, are you? Be reason- street pmliahly will be first to be Im- H.
A nice home close in, ou easy terms. which Is very unethical.
proved. Traffic has been conducted on
able and loosen tip.
I am not looking for a newspaper
II. Wing, Ileal Estate, 110& E.
the west half of the street all winter. F.
fight, as I have lost considerable
SOUND SENSE
of the
traffic the Spruce St.
and
of my punch as I have been sick 17
street cars and the numerous import- TO LET Houses. All parts of town. mouths. But If he Insists on It I will
theer lias lx?en con F. II. Wing, Real Estute and Rentals, endeavor to give the citizens some real
New Mexico Municipal league urges ant
20-t- f
oxlification of municipal laws, Im- stant danger of collisions. The 1020 119 ft E. Spruce.
gissl reading. I hope Mr. Val., that
proved provision for bond Issues, real paving program Includes the Improve
for your health and my own, that we
budgets and state supervision of city, ment of Seventh and Eighth streets
may lie good friends personally, but
LIME FOR SALE Kill the bugs
and possibly Fifth street
town and village accounting methods.
you want the citizens to lxk for
art your potatoes and tomatoes by Ifward
lielng of
to his publications
spraying with lime, 613 Iron Avenue, some Interest to them, Just go ahead.
41-t- f
phone 216.
In this
I am going to be
matter a for I have tho opinions of
FOR SALE Red brick, fire brick what the people want and believe It
Doming. You can
time and aewer pipe, B. F .Moran,613 will help
start the daily and I will do all I can
Iron Avenue, phone 216.
f
to get you started, 30 day "free
FOR RENT
gratis."
COTTON SEED MEAL, BEET PULP, BRAN, OATS
But if he persist In keeping me
fiUl'HKS, furnished and unfurnished,
for rent. F. II. Wing. Ileal Estate down be will do more than the whale,
and while he have me down In all
f
and Rentals, 110ft East Spruce.
and any other kind of Feed you may need. Also remember along
probability lie will have more brains
with our other safe and sane prices we are selling
FOR RENT Nicely furnished three-roo- In his stomach than In his head. Dem
modern apartment; for sale, 12 ing Free Press.
Palm Olive Soap, per liar
good laying hens; Flemish giant rab13.
pounds
two
heads,
good,
for
Cabliage,
New
firm
MRS. PHILLIPS WAS LUCKY
bits. 814 South Gold.
It p
8
Small cans of Milk, per can
Me
The demonstration of the Little Won
Tall cans of Milk, three cans for
WANTED
der washing machine In front of the
35c
Dairy Maid Milk Hominy, two cans for
WANTED Listings of property for Silver avenue Nordhaua store attracted
sale; we have prospective buyers for a crown an last umirsnay snernoon
F. H.
both town and city property.
that watched with interest the won
Wing, Real Estate and Rentals, 110ft derful transformation which the demYou
f
East Spruce.
onstrator worked in soiled linens and
1
money. Interest centered
WANTED-vSalesm- an
auto- even paier
calling
on
the prize drawing, one of the
Everything Clean and Wholesome, and Baked Freeh Daily
and
hardware around
mobile accessory
machines which went to Mrs. I. .II.
trades to sell guaranteed line of spark 1'hlllips.
plugs on commission basis; side line;
attractive proposition, good commisFOULKS DILI ON
sions and exclusive territory to live
salesman; advise territory yoq cover.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Fonlks have re
The 'Reflex Ignition Company, Cleve- ceived the announcement of the coming
It P wedding of their son, R. U Foulks, and
land, Ohio.
Miss Mary Pillion, to take place at
WANTED Woman to do housework. Fort Worth, Texas, March
.
The
West
220
See Mrs. I O. Tucker,
brldegTimm is cashier of one of the
C
74.
Snrnre St. or Phone
.
Fort Worth banks. The happy couple
$13.25 pe rton for 2Z tons good bsled will visit here early In April.
bean hay. W rite to U. 1). llauieiu
N.
2Htp Don't miss Charlie Chaplin In Ills
at Slltnn. N. M. .
binds of furniture; second million dollar picture, "ShoulWANTED all
rash db id . Englert, corner Flue and der Arms." At the Ms Jest Ic. Sat unlay
26-t-t
and Sunday, March 27 and 28,
Slver. Phono 79.
.
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BAPTIST

TABERNACLE

"lue Street

!.

t'AMBRAY NOTES
Joe W Ilia Bell

!

0:43 a. in., Bible school, Mr. IIunTer,
11 a. in., sermon by
superintendent.
pastor; feme, "The Supreme Question." 3 p. m., SunlMain meeting, Mrs.
0:1)0 p. m., It. Y.
Hunter, teacher.
p. in., sermon by
1'. II. meeting. 7 :'
iwstor; theme, "The Madness of Sin."
7:30 p. m. every Wednesday evening,
prayer meeting and IMble study.
Come ami bring your friends to tills
home-likYou have a warm
church.
welcome awaiting you. We preach the
gospel nnd dud Is giving it
jxjwer Is why our congregations are
growing each Sunday.
II. C. COMPTON, Pastor.
u

ohl-tlm- e

A foot bathtub, a rat trap, a phonograph, a cabbage shredder, a drip imn
and an egg lNater are on Charllo Chaplin's list of equipment needs when be
prepares to battle the Huns In bis sec
ond million dollar picture, "Shoulder
Arms." At the Majestic, Saturday and
Sunday, March 27 and 28.

has been reappointed
State commissioner here for
another four year term by Judge Colin
Nohlett of the federal court at
B. Y. McKeyes

United

Santa Fe.

Go
.
r--

"

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cox made two
trips to Dcmiug this week.
Tom Baker stepiicd over a few minutes In Cambriiy Frlay.d He was returning to Deming after Inspecting a
carload of mules at Lanark.'
Mrs. Beaty entertained her friend (
Wednesday with a St. Patrick's party.
The tables were decorated In green
and white. A delightful picnic dinner
was served. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Bcuty, Mortimer Beaty, Clif
ford Maus, Mrs. Manuel, Mr. and Mrs,
Spivey and family, Mrs. Aitrldge, Mrs.
Mullen, Mrs. Sin veu and Joe Wills Bell.
Mrs. Slaven of Myndus spent Tuesday night with Mrs. Bcuty.
Mr.. Mans made a trip to Dcmiug on
Thursday.
Mr. CuiiiimVII, the new foreman for
Cambray, moved to Cauitiray this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Foreman have
purchased a farm near El Paso and are
,
moving to It now.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Johnson and
family and Mrs. Manuel were in Deming Saturday; also Mr. Beaty ami Win.
Coleman were In Deming.
Graphic aovertUeri are reliable.
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A Clean Grocery
OUR REGULAR PRICE LIST

27-2-

ei--

com-lulle- d

two-wa-

50e
Nut Margarine, pound..
65e
Ranch Butter, pound
.
6e
Sweet Spuds, pound
25e
J
Irish Spuds, 3ft pounds
Lima Beans, 2 pounds for
..35e
10
rinto Beans, pound
Jelly,
glass
..40cJelly, 7 oz. glass
20
45
I'lirs Honey, pint
I'll re Honey, quart
80
I.aumlry Soap, 4 bars for
25
Apples, pound
10
Fresh Milk and Butter Milk
Vegetables

gs

......

15-o- t.

-

.

Gold Avenue Cash Grocery
PHONE 568

y

cross-street-

whole-hearte-

Do Not Forget We Sell

Watch This
Space

d

41-t-

2H-t-

m

0e

For our kxHlon for aales and show rooms for Stndebaker and Marmon
pleasure cars Indiana trucks of from one ton to five tons capacity.

i

In Our Bakery Department

Will Find

2S-t-

The Standard Groc. Co.
Service

The Luna County Motor

Quality Price

Two Phones
149
Deming,
108 S. Gold Ave.

148

Company

2--
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M.
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BOUCHER

T. W. WELLS
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MILITARY TRAINING IN
ITULIC SCHOOLS DISCI KSEI)
Tlie Important

"Nothing wrong with our balance"
-4

Chesterfield

'THE right balance of costly Turkish '

and Domestic tobaccos, proportioned by experts that's why

Chesterfields "satisfy."
Every puff brings you the full, rich
flavor of genuine Turkish tobacco
and the lively relish of choice Domes-ti- e

leaf.
And theblend

private formula

the manufacturer's
can-

not bt copied.
Every package enclosed
in glasslne, moisture-pro- of

paper that seals in

the flavor.

Training

lu

subject of "Military
the Public Schools," after

which the simiker iriureU a quest ion
mark, wa presented at length by Attorney Edward II. Mitchell, formerly
a member of the American expedition-urforces, and one qualified by per
sonal experience to Judge.
Tlie speaker spoke with much earn
estness and at times with deep feeling
present In,; his case as a lawyer would
talk to a Jury, diving It Into heads
mill subheads, and It appeared to be the
concensus of opinion that he "won bis
case."
Ho spoke of tlie four prtuclpul plans-"A- .
Some advocates wish It confined
exclusively to the sclusils;
"B. Others wish it confined exclusively to training camps;
"C. Some are in favor of combining
the schools, milltiu and training
camps, and allowing exemption from
camps to those having received mill- tury training at school or in the militia.
"These three presuppose the giving of
mil I tury instruction hy regular army
Instructors assigned to that duty.
"D. While a fourth rhiss advocate
compulsory, unlversiil training and
service for a ccrtuiii period in the regu.
lar army. This fourth Is the "West
Point" or general stuff plan.
"Will congrcsH enact any of these
four systems Into a federal law, and
If so, which plu li will they finally
adopt? The unswer depends primarily
uKin public sentiment.
Our congressmen do what you und I want.
Ho,
whut do we want?
"I, for one, favor some form of universal compulsory military training.
That statement may sound queer, coin
ing us it iIin-from a doiighlsiy meiii-Im- t
of the A. E. F. Why do I make it?
"Compulsory
universal
military
training :
"A. Would stimulate
itrlotlsm, 100
per cent Americanism, and tend to
Aiiicricnuizc the many forelgn-lM.rImijh and sous of foreign parents.
"II. It would tend to democratize anil
broaden the young men of the nation
by temiNirarily forcing them to rub
by placing them on an equali llsiws,
ity, the rich mid the poor, the educated
and uneducated.
Own experience.
(Ire and take. Conglomeration of natures, characters, etc.
"('. It. would Improve the physical
health of the youths of the nation.
"H. It would render a large standing army unnecessary.
(This Is ims

a a CLUB ENTERTAINS

which the refreshments were served
and enjoyed by all present. The boys
A few of the boy from the hospital from the hospital want to express their
were entertained Wednesday night, many thanks to the Indies of the B. It.
Club of the M. K. Church of Demlng
March 17, at the home of Miss BrookHle for their kindness and many thought.
Robertson. The home was bcautfully
decorated with green ferna and drap-erle- a
which made the home most pleas-an-t
SICKNESS IN THE ARMY
to the Client, who were Minuet
Uladla Stump, Kena Holsteln, Kuth AnThe sickness In the army for the
derson, Eddie Thouitou, Veroa
past two weeks Is as follows :
Beatrice Built li, Frances Allen,
This Week Ust Week
407
313
Dora N'unn, Kula IloUteln, Messrs. L. Influenza
35
L. Etter, W. T. Allaiuy, L. 8. Thomas. I'neumoiilu
'M
C. J. Beatty, V. H. Hammer, I. E. Diphtheria
6
10
7
Paris and T. F. Rowley. The hostesses Scarlet fever
1
were Minxes Ilroksle Robertson and Meningitis
72
4t
Ruth Thompson. The evening; was Measles
spent 17 playing a few games of flinch Malaria
4
12
and then a conversation contest was
held In which every loy was given
three seconds to talk on any subject.
Corona Typewriters
After all had gone around, the ladles
were to vote on the boy which they
thought had put up the best argument.
BY
In three seconds after the votes had
been cant and Uie storm had settled
C. O'Leary
down they found that Mr. V. II. Hammer was the winner of the prise, after
Ilol-atel-

FOR SALE
J.

"PASSING SHOW" OF THE DESERT

Thursday night, March 18, the people
of this hospital put on a performance
this
Mint hiis never lavn surpassed
Hide of the Mississippi, ami us the re- Milt of this excellent exhibition of
talent the whole cunt In to make H tour
of the I 'ii (Ml Slufcs,
the firm
of May. The oc!iIiik night found the
Ited Cross House crowded to the
doors, nod the audlctice wild with excitement ami ex pert u I ion.
The orchestra, consisting of 04 keys
of the piano, was manipulated by mr
noted louder. Dr. Kulwider, who has
the understudy of Sousu for the
past 10 years. The overture wus our
of his owi. couiiNisitioiis.
Prologue Introducing the pusslng
show was given by Vance Mimmc, who
studying in the Boston School
has
of Oratory, mid showed u great deal
(Ira
He ulso acted us
of
inn tic talent.
announcer for the different nets of Hit'
la-e-

Phi.v.

The soft shoe ami hiilii liulii danger.
Jack MiM'iissin, amazed the uiidiciiee
and received much applause ami many
encores.
Musical selections were rendered by
the noted baritone singer, Diefeiidorf.
from New York, anil Violinist I'leree.
.
from
The vamp act by Puffy and Ather-towhs a scream from the very start.
Duffy personating a "Perry" was very
clever Indeed. Atherton us Hie vamp
cretitel a sensation and his act Ions
towards "Percy," the "Sis," proved that
he had made a study of women from
many angles.
comedian
Paulson us a hlaek-fai'sure will make Al Jolson look up and
take notice. His net was much applauded nud us soon us Mr. Paulson
finishes his tour with this company he
is going to New York and
star In
Keith's first clans vaudeville.
The "Hoggin' Act," A!' Harris tak
ing the part of the lieggar, showed the
audience what a wonderful thing nu
Al'
ture can do for human
found a way to get money out of the
public and arouse the sympathies of the
Slls-rlii-

Electric Light
Prompt Service
Pure Ice
Deming Ice and Electric Company

passers-by- .

The Juki: hand was the hit of the
McAllister,
leader,
evening.
The
showed much talent as an eccentric

entertainer.

77k

Deming National Bank
DEMING, NEW MEXICO

Start a Saving.
New Mexico for
compounded

send-annuall-

Aeeou.U

with The Demln, National Bank. Demlne.
" "Il"f"'lm-

JT.

Examined

-

4

periofllrall, by National Bank

Examiner.

Mclihcr of the bund were: Finch,
the giant; Diefeiidorf, the shrimp, and
Duffy, the Utile IJ.iy lioy. Tlie cos
of this bund were
tunics and make-ubeyond description.
This act came
cirrus and Is
from tlie Barney-Ballcone of the highest paid Ju" bauds in
the Culled States.
The last act, Malone and company. In
the "IHpe Fiend's Raster," was a very
The
giwsl . conclusion to the show.
ladies of this company would all be
content, mid
prize winner In a
the scenery and costumes were very
elalsirate, causing much favorable comment.
The Bed Cross expresses its gratias well to all the
tude to Miss
participant for their successful efforts. Sand Storm Smile.
p

y

A. L. A. LIBRARY TO COME

United States Depository for
Postal Savings

Thursday morning Miss Julia Sbsk-el- t
arrived here from Marfa. Texas, to
organise a library in the Red Crisis
building. She intends to collect alsut
2.UM hooks which will he at the dis-n- t
), iiatloiitd t nil limes. More
over, If there Is a demand for technical
works, arrangements have neeii mane
to pns'iire these also.
Is to have control of
Miss Stis-keall the A. - A. libraries In the Thirteenth district and she will make her
hcudunsrters at this hospital. Tlie
first Installment of hooka is expweted
future.
lu the
tt

!-

We WeulJAUo Be

PUoi to Serve

YOU

ui-a- r

portant.)
"E. And still would create In the
I'nlted States n prcpu redness for war
that we have never liefore enjoyed.
"Which of the four systems of com!
pulsory military training shall we
?
Itepeiit them.
"A. I nni unalterably opposed to
last und will explain why later.
"It. To combine military '.ruining
with a hoy's education would, in my
opinion. Is-- ill' Ideal system. It would
cause the least Inconvenience mil loss
ile.no
of time. However, It has
that military training is m si
ll ui'oiiglily effective and lasting when
reivlvod around the ugi-- of is ami 10.
Is more receptive
At those ages the
However, at that age.
i, ml adaptable.
statistics Inform us, ulsuit 50 per cent
of the Isiys in the I'lilted States hnvi-lonslnif stopped attending school
So that were the training confined exclusively o the schools It would not be
universal. Compulsory attendance at
public schools ilis-- not now apply to
dillilreii of that age, and there Is little
so altered
prospect of the laws
as to compel their attendance.
'('. On the other hand, many Isiys
might conveniently devote two hours a
lay, five days a week, to military t ruining In conjunction with their school
work during the school year, which
with 12 days' training in a military vu
ration camp the same year, would be
practically equivalent to two months
ipcnt in a strictly army training camp
W
Would t not be fair that that
exempted from two months' training
In nil army camp?
"D. So you see, by he process of
elimination, that I personally favor a
Htem of universal military training
whereby a boy uiay elect to take his
training, either wluic he Is attending
school, lu the national guard, or at n
training camp. I believe that he
should have his choh-e- .
"Every cltiaon soldier, myself Included, thoroughly detests our military
system. The thousand and one reasons
that you hear given for that bitter1
hatred can all lie summed up In the!
one word, "Autocracy."
Next to the;
Prussian, ours was the most autocratic
tinny engaged In the late world war.1
The primary factor In the perfection
of an efficient army Is the presence of
discipline. Without discipline an army
liecomea a mob and is useless as a
fighting force.
"Some of the nnnocessary evils exist- ing in our army system I wil (enu
merate briefly:
"1. Military caste or snobbishness:
a
"Whereby an off'wer become
super-man- ,
a lieing incapable of committing a crime against an Inferior; a
little tin gml before whom the soldier
of Inferior rank must Isiw. scraie the
dust and otherwise humble himself;
whereby the enlisted man becomes
fu-''-
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SKIE PE.DSM

BEST FOR HOME SHINES SAVE THE LEATHER
THE BIO VALUE PACKAGES
Alio PAITES and UQUIDS for Black, Tan and White Shot
BUFFALO, N. Y.
THE t. t. D ALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD..

machine or automaton, innipalile of
individual thought or initiative; a sort
of cross between a human lieing and an
aiiliniil; a creature whose word cannot
Is trusted, a criminal susss't or convict on probation; ami a ms'lul outeust
"2. The court martini system:
"Whereby the accused Is found guilty
und sentenced N'fore he Is tried ;
whereby u prisoner Is presumed to
until he proves himself Innocent, the very converse of the legal presumption in our civil law.
"I ulunys have and always will
maintain that the 1'. S. army made
gissl, not on account of our military
system, hut in spile of It. Ninety-seveper cent of the men In our army
during tlie war were normally civilluns.
They were citizen soldiers of u democountry. I.Ike the
cratic lilierty-lovinCaniiiliiins, they did not take kindly
to the
military system, but
they were subjis-tis- l
to it for so short
u time (some
only a
training
they were
thrown Into the trenches) that the system did not have time to destroy completely their Individual initiative mid
thinking jsiwers. I.Ike the Cuiiadiiiii
and Australia!, our army wus made up
of men who retained, In spite of the
system's brutal attempts to kill them,
those qualities bred only in the youths
of a free und deuiisTatlc country such
as ours, those qualities of lmluicudcnce
ii ml Individual initiative
that make for
the Is'st fighters In the world today.
"I dream of n reformed American
army; while erricleiit unil possessed of
the highlit discipline, an uriuy free
from uiitiM'i-acand its undemocratic
and Inhuman priicticcs. I have, us a
private in llio infantry, gone through
three and a half months of ill most constant battle. I have suffcml from liun.
ger for a longer
have gone for
days with hut an occasional wink of
sleep: have lived for weeks in the mud
and rain, exhausted mid wet to the
sklu; but let me tell you, I had rather
a thousand times exN'rlciic( six months
of the hardships of the battle front
than one mouth's subjection to the discipline of the C. S. army. My mental
ami spiritual suffering, while In training uwny from the front, so far ex- ceeded my physinil suffering when In
action that the latter dwindles into
significance in coniNirison. tiod knows
Unit the hell of actual warfare is moroj
hell than an ordinary mortal should 1mm
made to bear in this enlightened age,
hut would that I could save the future
sous of our nation from the uient.il hell
through which went every mother's son
n

g

uiitiK-rati-

c

In--

of us lu this last war.
"Will our army system ho reformed '!
I am a fin id uot soon. The war is over
and public interest in the army has
waned. I'p to the present there is uot
the slightest sign of any Mich change.
Put what we can do is this: We can
urge our congressmen to opHise legislation that would place the military
training of our sons under the complete su'rvlsion of our regular army,
mid urge tin-ito favor legislation that
provides for such training umlvr
ns opKscd to army administration.
If, my friends, you will do only that.
I shall
that my talk to you toiiigli;
in vain." ImriNhui g
has not Ihh-Iih-ii- I

l

Mls-rul-
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HK.II COST OF (,0 KRNMKNT
AM) HK.II COM OF I.IVIMi
t
The high cost of government Is
cause of the high cost of living.
We must
anno in xpeinlituies.
Senator W. C. Harding of "bio.

DON'T BLAME THE CHILD
Don't scold your children for luck cf
control over the kidney secretions. It
is not always the children's fault in
many cases it means weak kidneys and
can be readily righted. Uead this
Iteming mother's advice.
Mrs. John Tisit, iYi: Platinum Ave.,
ago my little
says: "Some years
daughter had weak kidneys. She had
absolutely no control over the
at night. This trouble ccrtainly
I
miule my housework hiirdeiisouic.
tried different kidney remedies for her
but with no help. Seeing lMin's Kidney Pills so highly recommended, I
bought a box at the Palais- - Ding Store.
One Imix cured my little girl of all this
too highly of
trouble and I can't sis-aDoau's."
Prli-flOo. nt ail
Don't
dealers.
simply ask for a kidney remedy g- -t
I ham's
Kidney Pills the same that
Mrs. Toot had.
Foster Milhiiru Co.,
Mfgrs., Buffalo. N. Y.

LIFE
Life runs as a stream down the valleys
wide.
Which finds the way rough and Hot
sminitli glide ;
Dushi-by the rocks nnd banks of
I'litll siicccfs Is achieved by the ei.d
the Day.
tiisl intended when he gave us
Life
That we should gain, but not wi
strife.
Those who win must shun defeat,
Tasting the sour Is fore enjoying the
I

swis-t-

.

How many great men of today

Have achieved success without a

liy?

J.

prln-t-

S. PEAItCK.

Uraphic advertisers are reliable.

Electric Shoe Shop
Save on tlie high cost of Siloes by setting your Shoes repaired
when they need It.
Only the bent materials used in the shop. Sen ire is what counts,
and that's what we give. Electric equipment menus quirk service. Don't
wear Shoes until they are past reclamation.

W. W. Barracks, Prop.

--

rV holesale Grocery

And Produce
Large Modern Plant on West
Railroad Boulevard

MURRAY
Office Phone 483-Pro-

duce

&

LAYNE
Dept., Phone 484

tub
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Great Saving in Price

them did not know even the larger na - THE CTJCARINO HOUSE
t"UK DEMINU ISEYVSrATElU
tions that were at war. Now they not
only know them but have even been to I
some of these countries. They know I It Is thought by some that the Head-mor- e
about things in general and their light article ot Clearing House for
acquired interest will act as a stimulus IH'niing weekly by a dully that hi
to
few extra edition
to further reading.
putting out
When Joe Him went home, a did sound the sentiment or thecitizena that
paper I what they want
thousands of his brother who had also
Ue
learned to read, be carried with him a Many have already declared that they
lu ,nelr power to support
decided social prestige he bad been
Jo
paper that will give work to eight
in the army and be had served his
country.
When he says, "We folk or ten people so a to get
needs schools," hi words will carry reading matter.
weight. He knows the dlsadvanhum
A weekly wa all right when we
of illiteracy and instead of offering a wore children; so wa a horse and
passive resistance to education aa be leunry; but now we crave what la up
to date.
mi once he Ml now be It advocate.
ine war broke numerous wall of xou may aa well be dead, 'tis said.
solution, It put the city man with the as to be out of style.
farmer, the rich with the poor, the! ",,w en ehool teacher ask the
Northerner with the Souherner. the for. student question on current events
elguer with the native born and the II - from a weekly that is so old on the
literate with the educated. The un- - naion's happenings before it come out
tutored not only lost hi Insularity but tuat "
whisker on It?
he learned the use and value fo the
T"8 ebove la a remark of two teachwritten word. Aa one who served, first er" who said they did not read the
aa a sorter of men before they were laming paper.
placed In organizations, then as a aer-When the citizens think for them- geant and company officer, and finally "elves Instead of letting an editor who
officer. I believe the rn dally 11 days say It can't be did.
army consciously and to a large extent,
Am' think the tluio ha come for a
six-da- y

J

DR. PRICE'S
Baking Powder
Only 25c for

I

I

-

Can

12-o- z.

Scientific methods of producing Dr. Price's Baking Powder with
PURE PHOSPHATE make it possible to sell this excellent and
wholesome baking powder at just about HALF the price charged
when the powder contained Cream of Tartar.
Millions of women know Dr. Price's Baking Powder. The name
has been a household word for sixty years. A multitude of women
have never used any other kind.
The desire to reduce the cost of living has kept some women from
using it, although they have often said to themselves: "My, I wish
I could afford Dr. Price's Baking Powder."
Now their wish may be realized.

15c for full weight
10c for full weight

can

12-o- z.

6-o-

z.

4-o-

z.

can
can

f.l

old-tim-

y

Here are the Prices :
25c for full weight

na done much clearing nouse.
to solve the problem of Illiteracy.
He admits by bl headline that It
look dubious for a weekly.
HARRY WEMHRIIM5F1
Formerly Morale Officer, U. 8. Army.
wby, any person, whether editor,
mercnants,
banners or professional
men, know that 11 days, or 40 day.
(Verse by Edgar A. Guest)
could
not
decide
on the feasibility of
ve never known a dog to wag
a new enterprise.
Hi tall In glee he did not
I do not care to reflect on the need- Nor quit hi
e
friend to tag
light editor. I think he is a good and
At some more influentisi hri
kind man. Ho has treated me courte
The yellowest cur I ever knew
ously since I arrived here and anure-as, to tho boy who loved him, true.
ciate the mentioning of the little four-pag- e
sheet I am getting out It I free
I've never known a do to show
and i I never expected to have It pay.
Half-wadevotion to bis friend
Mr. VaL, or anyone posted
on
To seek a kinder man to know,
Journalism, knows it would be im
Or richer; but unto the end ,
possible to make any money from such
The humblest dog I ever knew
a small paper. Ho any It wa almost
Was, to the man who loved him, true.
exclusively pick-up- .
I leave that to
tho puhlc to answer.
I've never known a doc to fU
Many already have told me that It
Arrection for a preacut gain,
had more written matter on one page
fulse display of love to make
than appear on Mr. Vul.'a eight pages,
Rome little favor to attain.
any Issue during the yejr.
ve never seen a Trine or Hoot
My paper In Trinidad wa the coun
That seemed to bo what he Is not
ty democrat paper which took the work.
uut i nave known a dog to fight
's
aide in the big fight He re
vi un an bis strength to shield
fer to It as a latmr paper. If Mr. Val.
friend.
w,,e 01 .u,Dor
l""
nd whether
or whether
T
NSS
To stick with h.,5 unto the
nd I've known a dog to licit
The band of blm that man would kick. be will get only a few sympathizers
here. Doming Free Press.
And I have known a dog to bear
GRANT
MAN IS
starvation a pangs from day to dav
CONVICTED OK MURDER
1th blm who had been iriad to shnra
ms bread and meat alonir tlm
Silver City. N. M.. March Id After
No dog, however nienn or rude.
drlllierating 13 minutes here today, a
guilty of Ingratitude.
Jury iu the Orant county district court
returned a verdict or guilty of murder
n dm fa
hi. .1- .Antonio
No voire has he to speak his creed I? U, 6
J10"
is messages to humans come
'"i.1"' wl! "not amI Mied Efran
in ruirm uaneo nan on August 3,
By faithful conduct and by deed.
H10. Jealousy over a girl was the
snows, as seldom mortals do,
motive.
high ideal of being true.
Today's verdlrt of first degree mnr- ler wis the twelfth in three years so- cnrwl by District Attorney J. 8.
READJUST THE FEDERAL
Under the New Mexican
AND STATE REVENUES Vaught.
statutes the penalty la deuth by hanging.
Say the National Tax Bullotln: "A
(ijiistment of sources of
and
NOTICE
state revenues is linneratlvelv ile- maiidcd to provide adequately for the
Special Band of Love meeting every
growing public expenditures without Saturday afternoon at 2:30 and
stifling the continued development of meeting every Sunday afternoonJunior
at
industry and commerce."
To bring 2 o'clock. Kvery boy and girl In the
about such nojustment
national con- city Is Invited to eomo and feel at
vention is siui'Cfted. M le composed ci home and have a good time. Come once
member ..f high int lllgencv
repre- nnd you'll eomo again.
Mrs. Captain
senting all vocation., tho fedirni Unl rnyne is lu charge of all
children's
all state governments.
meetings, .
SALVATION ARMY.
iKTUHps, unknowingly,
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There is no longer

any excuse for using a

doubtful baking powder because it is cheap

Dr. Price's Baking Powder
Not Cheapened With Alum

LeaTes No Bitter

THE SOUTHERN HJ.ITKRVTE

able to read or write the language they
IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY spoke.
(Note According to statistics lately
Jos, lieutenant, I'm golu' back to given out by the general staff, 21 per
my little furtn In South Carolina. cent of the total nuiulicr of white men
Thank you for all them readiu' and In the army and CI per ceut of the
fignriu' lessons. I come In tho army negroes were illiterate.)
With the soldiers from the northern
a buck private and you see I'm
states it was somewhat different. The
tho same way. I guess the reason was numlxT of Illiterates varied from 5 to
I dMirt know how to read and write. 5 per rent, depending on tlie locality
When I get home I'm goln' to tell them from which they came. Although even
among these men there was a good
that we folk needs schools."
unrulier who could not read and write
Joo Slnis was saying goodby to the the language of their native country,
('durational officer in the hospital the Illiterates for the most part were
where he bad been for several months. foreigners and, indeed, to a surprising
While lying In bod recovering from his extent those foreigners who were Ilwounds he hud Wn tauiiht the three literate In their own tongue.
Its. lint how different he was from
To see such a large numlier of native
the thousands of Joe Siiuses that en- horn
Americans
with the
tered the army.
written speech of their country natur
The present writer was for some ally prompted the question as to bow
time stationed in a lurire Southern these people got along in this complex
rump. Every month there arrived there society of ours so dependent on written
thousands ot men drafted for the most information.
On closer Investigation
piirf from the Southern states, with of the illiterate in bis social and econow and then a quota from the North. nomic environment it was discovered
Hutches of aliont one hundred men that be did not get along so well and
would le lined np and an examiner that he was handicapied on all sides.
would say that he wanted nil those Walleil-iby bis illiteracy he was
who could not read a newsjinper or
to change. He could not learn
write a letter home to step off to the of oppotrunitics in other localltes, his
right.
Often there were more who ignorance rooted him to hi own little
moved than those who remained. When community.
these men were questioned IndividuFor the most part the illiterate In
ally it was found that there were few the South came from the farm and
if any foreigner. For the most part the factory. The farms were small and
they rame from the farms, the lumlicr generally rentisl on shares. The prodramps and the factories. Out of
ucts were mostly pigs, corn and cotton.
white soldiers who were tested at At the end of the season the landlord
this camp, X! per cent were nimble to divided the product and often as not
rend or write the English language. sold it for them. If these untutored
With the negro draftees the per cent folk were cheated it was difficult for
was even higher 79 per cent were un - them to know It However, if a store
n

110,-tH-

Borderland Garage
Storage, Gas, Oil and Accessories

AUTO REPAIRING

A Specialty

Tat

AHrayt Wholesome

keejxT or buyer were discovered to be the latest victory or sensation lu the
dishonest he stood to lose the trado of newsiwper but the illiterate could only
ulL
Nowhere wag it more true that ask questions and get his Information
honesty is the best policy tliau among
Before he came in the
these simple people of the South. With army there was no occasion to write
the mill workers the situation was not a letter, but now be wanted to tell his
much different, for the factories are father or mother where he was, and
not located In largo cities, as so many how he was getting along. It became
of them are In the North. The com more and more painful to ask someone
munity was small and custom regulated to write these letters for him. As his
the important transactions. Although company moved about be naturally had
not able, perhaps, to calculate
how a curiosity to see the country, but not
much they should received for six days' being able to read signs it was an easy
worn or 10 hours each at 27 ccuta an matter to get lost or In an embarrasshour, they cither trusted the paymas- ing situation to find himself where a
ter or went to gome particular friend sign had forbidden him.
who could figure it out for them.
If the Illiterate was at a great dis
Neither the farmers nor factory work advantage In the army, if ho was the
ers moved about and since families did butt of many jokes and sly
references.
not seiMirate, letters were few and un If be was denied advancement,
If be
necessary.
Itememlicrlng their slniDle wag socially coerced at every turn, he
and stationary life it Is not surprising was on tne other hand not denied an
that they should not feel the necessity opportunity to study his own language
of "lsKk 1'arnln'," as they called it. If he wished. In most camps there was
Indeed, when schools
were placed a large and thoroughly organized teach
among them they showed a lack of In- lng staff. At first they
resisted the
terest or often resisted them.
good offlreg of the teacher, and In
To these wallcd-lpeople, to these doing this they were only carrying over
people denied progress by their own their rortn resistance to 'Tarnlu' " as
ignorance, came the draft hoard and represented to them by the outsider
raked out their best men. These de- who came and tried to send the in to
pendent farmers and machine-likfac school. In my company there were
tory workers soon found themselves in several illiterates who would do the
a very complex situation where efery-on- e most menial kind of work rather than
was required to change rapidly his go to school. But the constant presmode of life and thought to the purpose sure of ridicule and social coercion
that be might
an efficient sol- finally changed their minds and they
dier, alert and knowing, in a battle asked to be sent to school. It came to
against the latest devices of science. not an uncommon thing to see illit
These
"contemporary ancest- erates marching to school by the bat
ors," as someone has called them, were talion, and where they were wont to
put Into a soldier's uniform and mixed carry a gun they were now carrying
with men that liad come from all parts a. book.
or the country.With him was thei Many of these soldiers got to France
n ege graduate the business man. the
in one capacity or another, and found
clerk, the Northerner, the Westerner, themselves wounded or slrk In
bed. To
inc mini oi iiiiicrrut religion, lie city them sooner or later came
touch, am! In fact every type that s bonneted reconstruction aide, the bluealto be found In our society. From a quiet, most wltlxiut exception they and
asked to
simple, routlnized and Isolated life be taught reading, writing
and ariththese Illiterates were thrust Into the metic. More men were enrolled
in
very vortex of modern civilisation.
these classes than in any other, and
On Innumerable occasions he was many Is the man who left bis hospital
asked to sign his name or to read this lied having at once acquired a healed
or that order. When he confessed that body and a knowledge of bis mother
the could not there would appear on tongue. Of all the soldiers who gained
the faces of the
or as- something from their army experience,
sembled soldiers a peculiar look or su the Illiterate learned most, for be was
periority or disgust He found himself under more compulsion and there was
denied transfer to other organizations more that he could learn.
because In most branches of the serv-l- e
These untutored, isolated Americans
the soldier had to read and wrtto not only larked the ability to read and
being
promoted be most write but they were Ignorant of ores- Instead of
often found himself In the kitchen, on
civilisation.
The printed page
a fatigue detail or In a labor battalion. Is the means by which the citizen
Wherever he was he found that the learns of the habits and thought of
fellow who could read and write got ma neighbor and the man who does not
ahead of him. If he had one belle! read cannot help but be a man anart
stronger than another It was that be The draft plucked these men out of
was superior to the negro, and yet It their isolation and confronted them
was painfully evident that the army with a complex situation, a motely arwas putting htm at the same kind of rangement of idea and habits, and
work to which It was assigning the they were coerced into changing their
Ignorant negro. This apimrent similar, ways. By teaching them to read they
ity was galling to bis pride.
were given a means of further enlight
Kut the disadvantages of the Illit- enment and progress. The erer chang
erate did not end bere. In their asso- ing environment or the army gave them
ciations with other soldiers they were leda and Interests which they cannot
not Infrequently poked fun at Their suppress when they go heme. Indeed
quad suite mU;Ut be talking about when they entered the army most of
secoinl-haude-
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FOR SERVICE CARS

The Deming Filling Station
AUTO ACCESSORIES
GAS, OILS, CREASE
Corner Silver Aoenue
and Railroad Bled.
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EASTER
Specialties

"non-coms"

ent-da-

Come in and let us talk

n.i

y

Keeping up with the season. In
Novt,tIt,

0e

of ouf

Hh

over our latest shipment of
Easter Basket, and RabblU.
children will like them.

FIELD'S
120 East Pine Street

The
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LIST OF OVA MUSES AND
WIIEKK THEY COME FKO.il

Is the present

Good Water
Service Agreeable
to you?
Few cities the size of Deming have
either the good water or the good
vice which

ser-

Won t

peming enjoys.

you cooperate with us to maintain the

Montana-

WHY DON'T YOU

The Bank of Deming
Capital and Surplus
J. A. Mahoney, President
T. R. Taylor, Vice President
II. C. Drown, Cashier

-

Dolun, Anaconda.
Miss Josephine
Montana.
Orr, Cellar Rapids. Iowa
Miss
Hill
Miss Mary Gill Hayes, Him
8. C.

standard? Remember, "no one misses
the water

THE UNITED STATES DEPOSITS WITH US
THE STATE DEPOSITS WITH US
THE COUNTY DEPOSITS WITH US
THE CITY DEPOSITS WITH US

Miss Til. Marie Miles, Lexington.
Richland county, Ohio.
Miss Johanna Eggers, Center Junc
tion, Iowa.
Miss Myrtle Chapman, Cranton, wis.
cousin.
L. Harnett, Otdikoch.
Miss Clara
Wisconsin.
Miss Anna Marie Nellson, Santa Bar
bara, California.
Miss Edith Peters, Denver, Colorado.
Kansas City,
'Miss Mary Iligglus,
Missouri.
Miss Ella Johnson, Idaho Springs,
Colorado.
Miss Carrie M. Larson, Story City,
Iowa.
Miss Anna nnndlng, Tyler, Minneso
ta.
Mlsa Agnes GJellum, Boulder, Colo
rado.
Mary A. Callahan, St. Ixmls.
Mis
Moiisourl.
Miss Mary A. Casey, Bt Louis, Mis
sour I.
Ann Arlsir.
Miss Mnrle Carney.
Michigan.
Miss Mary Jane Duval, Anacomm

'till the well goes dry."

Miss Eva Cram Flint, Michigan.
Imlay City,
Zavltz,
Miss Pearl

Mii'hlimn.

rah E. Gorman, Wilmington

Miss
Colorado.
Miss Lillian E. Oukes, Denver, Colo
Ha

Miss Margaret

The United Land & Water Co.

Jones

New Castle

Dele ware.

A REVALUATION COMMISSION

The county commissioners of Chaves
county at a recent meeting passed a
resolution providing for a revaluation
of Improvements upon real estate
throughout the county. Hncli revalua
tion Is to le made by a commission of
three iiiciiiIsts. one to 1m apsiinted by
the city council of Roswell, one by the
county commissioners mid one by (Instate tax commission. A detailed re- sirt Is to he made and a copy hereof
will Ix- filed with each of the apisdut- Ing Ih idles. The
will he
Isirne In eiiuil shares by such Ixalics.

MI RDKR Jl UY OI T 13 MINI TKS
Judge Edwin Mccchcm, who is e
chancing courtesies with Judge Ryan,
by District Attorney
accompanied
Vau'ght, County Clerk Tom Holland
nnd Deputy Clerk Will 'A. Powell, drove
over from Silver City yesterday to con
fer with Hidalgo officials on business
connected with the transcribing of it
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Candles
county records.
Chinese and Japanese Goods.
"
'l1'1'
Vnught gave an account
Silver Ave
Jury work on a murder case, when ou Hlno Lee Bldg.
Tuesday Autonlo Curpio was given
I.EfiAL NOTICES
first degree verdict In 1.1 minutes from
room.
Jury
the
HTATK OF NEW MEXICO
the time they left
El Paso Juries please take notice.
COMMISSION" OF
STATE
Uirdsburg J.llieral.
XKW MKXIfO
I

-

s

It?) If you are so fortunate aa to get
an arrested case, remember that there
Im only an armistice between yourself
and the tubercle bacillus; you will find

TIIE FOOLHARDY

TIDKKtTLAR PATIENT

patient In
Pr. Fulwlder, himself
Ward 1, lint good advice fur tils fellow him a treacherous opponent and tlx1
first time that you are physically off
ufferer :
Fifty jst cent of Hie ttilierciilnr pa- your guard, either through sickness
tients may be classed an montally de- (for this reason many of these case
fective. Those referred to ni such are followed the "flu") or through nciflect
those who seetn to consider their lieulth to keep up your resistance (getting In
at a very low value and refuse to sufficient rest and overwork or ts
lunch exercise), the tubercle bacillus Is
guard it.
Many patients, after a sputum test ready to renew his attack. Ho seems
to have the happy faculty of coming
has proven negative, jump at Uio
who
tliat they liavo no tHlierciiltsds. back stronger each time, l'atlents
Home even refuse to believe It when all know better will do the moat foolish
clinical and physical aigna confirm the things, such as playing tennis, base
running,
ball, football, basketball,
diuRiiosls.
Jumping, rowing, wrestling, pitching
According to pout mortem figure hay. using an ax or hoe, boxing, skat
olitalned In Austria, over IM per cent lug and dancing. Any exercise that Is
of all people at some time or other In strenuous and works up a sweat should
In a be voluntarily put on the prohibitive
their Uvea have
large majority of these cases tho dis list by the patient himself and In- - stu
ease becomes arrested heforo there has illoiisly avoided. Smoking is not In
lieen any material dHmage done and
where one does not Inhale, but
may lie clamed aa acute cases. Only Jurious
when one has the tendency to inhale,
the cases that run on for weeks and he should, If he cares to get well, use
the patient cornea to the physician will power enough to overcomo the
complaining of a "tired feeling" are habit or stop smoking altogether.
I
If the patient do not wish to pose as a moralist, but
dlaKiiotfcd aa tuliercular.
uum
great
ecelves i.j treatment, aa a
It does make my heart ache for some
her do not, until they are no longer of the boy here when I see them
hy
picked
out
lie
ahle to work, they can
committing suicide by n slow
anyone aa a consumptive. This la one but sure method
either through
think
ot
don
case
lhat
of the classes of
thouKhtlcssiiess, Ignorance or plain, orwrong
with
anything
that there is
dinary stuhhorncss and reckless abanthem until too late. In all hospitals don. The case that pnts pleasure
find
will
one
treating
and
fore health is a psychopathic
men and women who put everything should be treated as such, for he is
They
that
think
health.
ahead of their
Just an ordinary "nut" and his chances
they are fooling the doctors anttV'allp-pln- of recovery are almost hopeless, and
something over" when they can If he docs manage to get well It Is a
stay out of IhsI during rent hours, dance miracle and through more good luck
and stay, up Into at night. Pome pa than souse. Perhaps the reason that
tients aeem to need someone to standi .
recoverl. (mm tu
over inem aim
nmi mv
is that some of us are Just
bed aa long as necessary and have not naturally born lucky J from what T
the mentality or will power, or what- have seen of tho
recoveries
ever you might call It, to take their rest do not all happen through good manwithout being watched. Our hospital agementRobert M. Fulwlder In Hand
la 110 exception to the rule, where the Storm Hmlle.
men come from all parts of the country and all class ot society. The way
some of tlie patients act here I wonder DRAFT DODGERS WILL GET
TWO YELLOW STRIPES
that the results that are obtained are
possible. They are to lie seen in every
Department of Justice agents have
ward and those that do not know the
meaning of tho term psychopathic obtained enough evidence In the last
would class them as "ordinary nuts." (few months to convict approximately
There one sees a tubercular patient 00,000 alleged draft deserters, it is
doing the things that are absolutely learned.
Following the announcement several
contralndlcnted in the treatment of
that
he makes a mental note, "No days ago by the War
,,,e un" more than axi.OtlO names have been
Home pa"''"'"
brains."
healthy Idea that if their case is ar- listed as draft evaders, Department of
rested or classed as a "cure," which is. Justice officials have renewed their
Indeed, very rare, they Imagine that zeal in obtaining evidence which would
they will never have tulierculosls agalu convict the alleged slackers.
Despite the fact that Intercut In the
r
until they
and they go
war has died down considerably, ofbresk down their resistance and have
must be
over ficials said, an accounting
the fight to go through with allcaudle
madew Ith all persons who willfully
again. They have burned their
evaded tho selective service law. The
at lsth ends.
Is? kept In maximum punishment for draft dodgThese points must always always
tu- ing, according to the terms of the law,
mind. "Om a tubercular,
(Cheerful thought, lsu t Is one year's Imprisonment
bercular."
ii
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Kealy & SIoss
(Successors to C. C. Colllna)
Machine Work,

Welding and BUf ksmltlilng, Gas

e

Engine and Auto Repairing.

Deming, New Mexico

LUMBER
You can't do better than to let us figure on
when
your lumber and building materials
money
you build or repair. We can save you

Mimbres Valley Lumber Company
213 S. Silver

At.

t i

iru

RT7.

Mr.

HING LEE

CERTIFICATE

LEGAL NOTICES

OK

COMPARISON

$90,000.00

Mrs. John Corls-t- t
J. A. Mahoeny
F. M. Murchlson,

A. W. Pollard
C. I Daker

LANDI.I ItltKKS, TAKE NOTK'R

NEW ARRIVALS
o

Co.

nil

I). ItoiuiiU, 'Mil
II, Mlili Inr.. 47
'lYiimnwe.

Tvt.

10.

KL,

ll:irotj U

Mnn-l20, Pvt..
rilf. Coriw, I irn n villi-- . (Ihio.
CliarlCM ( iilviit
("lurk, March 11.
Pvt.. r. S. Army, 2111 HHIi st

51st

i

Hp.

l'ort-Iiiiii-

fn.II.

Silas
Co.

.'fifl

1,

Jowph

Wlilldon. March
Inf., Kamo. Mo.

Slarth

Co. H, 1st II. X. Coiivali-wt-iiM2 Knsl Kloriilii Ave,
Mis J h! In CaiiK-ron- ,
.iirw. A. X. V., Mt.
Jaini--

t,

IloHpiial Tralii Xo.

Tvt,

12,

Tvt.,

Onti-r- ,

Ohio.
March 12,
(W,

Pvt.,

1.1,
Ulou-t-stcr-

,

Ohio.

MoiitKoini'ry, Murrh in,
S., St. ImiIh, 212 W.
WInfliT, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Kntl TIioiiinoii, March l.'l, Pvt., Co.
M, Mlth Inf.. Oklul
in City, Okla.
Irwin K. Jones, Mari-- 1.''. Pvt., Cas
1).
HyuiiM-Jl., 2.'k'
ual Co. Xo. IH.Vh,
hio.
St., dine.
Ilayt-H- .
IMIs-rMarch 1.1, Soaiiinn
.
I'. S. X. 71(1 Votuifc' St., Mliltllo
town, Ohio.
March 1.1, Min h.
Aliriihaiii
7, Artlxiiu
ol Sup. Co., Xo.
'JVx as.
llowanl .1. I.iii . March 1.1, Cnpt.
Hil
S. 2.i Artlnirtoii St. Xorth
I in ii
Mass.
Itlor, March 11, Pvt
Willlimi Scl
1 CI., :i27 Ciisual Co., .12.1 (.iriilli-Ave.,
Akron, ulini.
William OslMiriio, Man-l- i l.ri, C. AVC,
l."2."
St.. San Kiitfo. Oil.
1.1, ltd.,
liny C. Harni-tlMarch
Camp Kunxton, Minnii, Okla.
Kilwanl Wairncr, March 1ft,
DEMPSF.Y IS INDICTKII
Janii--

A.

s

I'.

Fht-iiiii-
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2t-I.-

Plutt-Housto-

Cniled Hliite of Ainericn,
:
HUlo of New Mexico,
new mexico
Ai-rIT IS Kit K I! Y I KUTIKIKD. Tlil the
im
ion
Notice
a full, true and complete trunitcript
i
i .
halk
of the Certiful Copy of Amendment to t
t I 'V A Oil 'STY
of lnrorKralion "f KI ANI'AKH HUH
ot 1'ul.lio Land
no; nl ilia foinini-.ionc- r
ileereaaing nipilnl torlt
CKItY COMI'ANY.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
from $'iiii,iiini.iio to Iiimi.oiio on (No. 04j:i )
vnfit'V 1. ka.tl... ifivott tlint liuraunllt
cnilorw-mciitthreon, a mne a
prowl
with
the
thi, provision it ail Art nf Cungrrae
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court honiu- - Iherrm, tho fullnwing
Julian M.'tiillK March 1(1, Cpl., Q
.
Maroli. A. U. llf.-oM. C.. .TSS Haki-- r Co., Maltfl. Mont.
lirtlH If. WII.I.I.IMM,
Chairman.
Williiim M. K. I
1- V.. riintaililllK
V40 OO (icn-M7
inn n. March It!.
Atlet:
fl.-rk- .
MOHRLSON,
County
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KNTu:
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NKVi, Mr.
ihereof, more than
wild the
were reported discharciHl. Oft these
XWlt, K Mi WW, n'---.
de
wa
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lOi-Loin
of
tho
:I0,
the
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of men are iipeW to mnn
new merchant flct. Tho
riilfetl States Sliii)liiR Itimrtl has sent
request for niiprentlees lo I.ietit.-Col- .
Mathew C. Smlfh, In char. of Rett In?
and ei- eiiipioj t
fur
sallors, mill head nf the office of the
assistant to th- - Secretary of War. Pre
vious experience Is nut risiiired. Applicants may choose either the deck or
room
Hteward's leMirtment. or
service. All must lie cIiI.ciih of the
the ap-I'liitetl Slates.
f IS
and .'il. and aeree to stay one year.
The 1'nitcd States ShlpplliK Jtoard
nialiilains stations in Host on, New
York, Philaileliliiii, Itallimore, Clilttuiro,
St. I)uIh, Atluntu ami Ixts Aiitfeles.
Personsii ot living near these cities may
of
make application to the
the ItHiil chamls-- r of commerce. Xew
rraln-Iiik
men are sent to one of the three
scIhhiIs mnintaiiietl at Camp Stuart. Vs.; San Francisco, Oil., or Seattle, Wash., where they receive $30 a
suhsist-enc- e
UK ill t II. hcsiiles ijuarters tllid
Nvlilol in traiiiliut.
After a short
course of tine or two mouths tho apprentice takes his place ill actual work
ut sea, and is tstid fti.1 a month and all
allowances.
Men with special qualifications can
(urn in a short time as liltfti as l.si a
month. If a man has a hlKh school
education or equivalent, lie can iinlify
to Ih- - mi officer in one year's time.
for others.
Two years Is required
There are plenty of rscancles and promotion is rapid.
TlioiiMiiiiilH

America"
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i KW, H.
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EVASION

San Francisco A federal grand Jury
lias retiinied an indictment asalnst
Jack Hempsey, chainpion luitvy
pmrlllst, on chariji-- that Demosey
to defeat the operation of the
draft law, and also for evading the
manneer,
Jack
draft. Icuiiscy'i
Kearns, was also indictitl, but only on
the conspiracy charp.--.
s
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Meet me at Tovrea's Meat Market for
all kinds of fresh meats, fish,
oysters and fowls

Tovrea's

TUB DEMTNO CRAPHIC, TTESDAV, MARCH

23, I92S

OF SPECLIL INTEREST

"The Store That Gives Greater Value for Your Money"

"For Every Room
In the
T INOLEUM

Home1

PATTERNS, suitable for any

V
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The other side of the question
la to be presented.
While we
would not minimise the importance of drawing a distinct line
of dciuarkatlon between right"
and wrong, and while we make a
pledge not to say anything that
circumstance Justify, we feel that
considerable euiphasia In this com- nitmity has already Ihbcii alld upon sin, ami we fuel the potdtlre
messago of Christianity should
now lie emirfiaslaed. This Is our
Intent during the short aeries fo

ltonalre Barry Morris, bad a slim, soft
figure, cameo features, raven black
Home Force Revival Meetings
hair, and big soft bine eyes. Her type
It was one of those rare days
of beauty she had Inherited from her
in begin next Lord's Day at the
light breete mingled with sunshine to mother who had died before the girl
e
Christian Church, comer of
put plenty of enthusiasm In one when was old enough to remember. Madge
and Copper. Subjects such ss
Madge Morris and Ena Ferris alighted had many of her father's strong charthese will be dlacuased:
from the dally passenger train at a acteristicsprincipally
"Did oesua Actually Rise from
Inheripaternal
pride.
little station In Colorado.
The
and
the Dead?"
"iHU't It grand," said Madge; Hlt tance appeared plainly In her strong
"Can a Man Be Saved Outside
the Church?"
makes me feel Just as though I want and graceful carriage.
"The Creed of the Creed less
to shout for Joy."
Ena Ferris, Madge's closest companChurch."
"Why don't yon," said Ena; "there ion for six years, was a charming girl.
"Where Did We (let Our Dif-doesn't appear to be anybody about to Her parents had lost their lives oft
fcrent
Denominations?"
an
prevent It"
when
Columbia
British
the coast of
"The Stumbling Block of BaptThe two girls noted the stage that Alaskan excursion boat struck a rock
ism."
was to take them twenty-fivmiles and went to the bottom. At that time
"The Man With the Keys."
across the country to Tampa, Tbey Ena was a guest at the Morris home
"Change of Heart," etc.
saw to It that their baggage was and Mr. Morris Insisted that she reComments such as these have
plnced safely aboard the rough looking main as a companion for his only
Iteen made upon some of these
sermons: "The finest I ever
vehicle and they were anxious for the child. Ena was a typical blonde,
heard upon the subject"; "I would
stage to be on Its way,
and sunshiny.
Mr. Blank miss that
not have-ha- d
Where s the driver?" Madge asked
It was not long before the two girls
for five dollars"; "That's the first
of the station agent.
knew that their companion had lived
Intellectual
treat I've had In
"Who, Highland Shorty?" responded In the mountains thirty years, waa a
months"; "How I wish my hus-the railroad official. "He's In the hos- widow with a daughter, that she had
Iwnd had heard that!"; "Why
pital at Denver having a couple of bul- Just sold her restaurant In a mining
don't you preach all your ser- lets removed from his anatomy. He camp, and that she was going to
nions like that?"; etc., etc.
Mon--- f
No service Chautauqua
didn't stick his hands up quick enough Tampa to buy a hotel.
day, March 21, otherwise every
Madge became completely absorbed
evening. March 2M to April 4.
by her surroundings.
She loved the
(live your Master the week
trees, the streams, and the mountains,
Easter. Do not miss a serv-- 4r
and It kept her little bead bobbing In
Bring your friends.
Ice.
Any
ber efforta not to miss seeing things.
faith, no faith, all faiths welcome.
When the stage ran along Grand
Let M)VE lead.
river, Madge cried out. "Oh, Isn't It
NORRIS J. REA BOXER,
beautiful) No wonder they call It
Minister.
stream
a
Such
beautiful
Grand river.
I"
yet
so quietly
running so swiftly, and
"Yea, It's a nice river," said the
stout woman, "but It Is the most
Acting upon the theatrical axiom
treacherous stream In the country.
that "the play's the thing,'' John Gol- - 9
Just a short time ago three boys were den
lias never 'featured any of the
csught In Its quicksand and drowned. players In "Turn to
the Right," the
people
lose
And every once In a while
comedy which ran for
their lives while trying to ford It"
a solid year each In both New York
As Madge looked down the canyon and Chicago, but ever since Its openshe could see a continuous swirling ing night on Broadway the play has
and churning of water rushing swiftly been In tho hands of companies borva
from side to side. High, rugged cliffs dering closely upon the
lined the stream on the east, whlls riety. There Is only one company on
Jagged rocks kept It within Its bounds tour this season and when this or
ganization comes to the Rlalto, Wed
on the western border.
nesday, March 31, It will include sev
"What are you dreaming about eral
pluyers who have appeared In the
now I" asked Ena.
play more than l.(KK) times, among
Madge;
replied
dreaming,"
"I wasn't
tiiem saiinii'i iteei, William
Koran,
"I was Just thinking what a great Maude Huntley, Itita Rosa and Charles
hurry that water seems to be In to W. (iiNslrlch. Mike Doiilln. thef ormer
join the Colorado In Its made rac baseball star. Is also a member of the
down the Grand Canyon of Arizona." cast.
Promptly at twelve the stage came
to a halt at Doby ranch, the driver TRAFFIC MEN DECLARE
announcing that dinner could be had
DEM I NO H AS BEST RATE
at the ranch house. Aa the passengers had lunched en route, they alightTraffic officials of the El Tbso
ed to walk around and note how cliatnlior of commerce deny that there
quickly the four tired horses were un- is any discrimination In rates favoring
"Who, Highland Shorty T
hitched and exchanged for fresh ones. El Paso against Demlng, N. M, and
"Aren't you afraid of highwaymen?" assert thnt El Paso has more cause for
full
pumped
got
to salt a fellow so he
Madge of the driver when he complaint than the New Mexico town.
asked
of lead. Young Charles Rodgers Is emerged from the ranch
Recently the state
mm.
house and
taking his place on the high seat
mission of the state of New Mexico v
stage.
the
started
for
Here he comes now,"
filed complaint with the Interstate
"Not at all," was ths prompt reply, commerce commission alleging
Madge and Ena looked at each
that carconriers collect rates and charges which
other slightly startled, but said noth- somewhat proudly. "But," he
tinued, "there Is one bad place In the are unjust, unreasonable and prejudi
ing. As the girls turned In the direction the station agent Indicated they road, about five mllea from here It's cial to tne interests or Demmg. It Is
saw a boyish looking figure Jump from the place where Highland Shorty got asserted that unless relief hi given
I always feel a little safer Demlng Jobbers will have to go out of
the street onto the station platform. held up and
business or remove to El Paso. It Is
He looked still In his teens, and whis- after I get by that point. You will also claimed
that class rates from El
you get there for I have
when
know
stage
and
loaded
he
as
merrily
the
tled
Paso to Arizona and New Mexico
we
as
wind
around
the
down
slow
to
seat
threw the mall on the driver's
curves. You see that big Finger rock points effective October 25, 1019, are
"How soon does the stage go?"
unreasonably low as compared to simidown there; well, It's Just this side of lar rates
Madge asked the driver.
for IHMnlng. El Paso Times.
deliberately planned
he
bad
If
that"
"In about Ave minutes."
passengers
not
he
could
frighten
his
to
As Madge and Ena climbed Into the
have selected a better way, but they
dilapidated vehicle a large, fat woman
showed no signs of fear. However,
with arms filled with packages opened Madge unconsciously
HONDALE ITEMS
felt ber hand
the door and said, "Is this the stage
(By Gertrude Dense)
to ber small revolver In ber coat
steal
for Tampa V
pocket
Upon being informed that It was,
Haindness came to the Long 8 ranch
There were three silent figures In when Mr. Orvllle Supplger
seat
onto
the
bundles
brought hla
she tossed her
the stsge ss It rattled along at the bride, who was Miss Peggy Taylor. All
and climbed In.
lively pace the fresh horses struck. who have
Charles Rodgers was anything but They repeatedly looked at Finger rock. bride knowthe gissl fortune to know the
that her charming msnttcr
an experienced stage driver, and he
was plain that all were thinking has made her a favorite with young
It
Omaha
come
from
had
He
looked It
and old. She Is a musician of rare
along the same line.
to Colorado to breathe the pure mounnblllty and has many other accomwhisstopped
Suddenly
the
driver
tain air and "build up his constituplishments.
That the young man la
tling,
to
walk,
a
horses
and
the
halted
He accepted the
tion," aa he put
popular and has the respect of the' ena
rattling
old
Into
coach
died
the
tire community Is evident from
flrst position offered which was clerkgrating squeak. With a jerk the stage Net that he waa chosen president tre
of
ing In a store, then when Highland
Shorty got shot young Rodgers ap- stopped dead. Two masked horsemen the Honda le Oil Buyers' Association
rifles blocked the way. In- un I t res xii re i of th Community Recr.-r.tlo- n
plied for the position as stage driver with raised
stantly the driver's hands went
Club. The entire community
and got It Ho felt little concern
straight above his bead. Before the v ! cs for them a life full of autvltiiie
about highwaymen because he was as- passengers
realized what they were Mid hapiitntsK.
sured that the pay roll for the mines
Cars came and went all day long In
doing, the three stood beside tie old
again
stage
by
sent
be
never
would
Honda le on Saturday.
The primary
up.
vehicle
with
hands
such
made
had
highwaymen
jlnce the
election waa held lu the Recreation
laugh
A
reclear,
silver
echoed
and
away
Club and refreshments were served by
a success of It when they rode
echoed through the canyon.
the ladies of the IL H. Club In their
with the last shipment and let High"Well, what do you know about clubhouse. This election waa the first
land Shorty bsdly wounded, so It gave
hlra a feeling of Importance to sit on that!" ejaculated the taller of the "dry" one. During the weeks pre
reeding there seemed to be general
the high seat and crack his whip over masked horsemen as his laugh died. gotsl feeling.
It was to be regreted
the four horses as tbey trotted along. He looked at bis companion and Miat the last day brought a change
of
When the three women were Inside, slipped his rifle In Its scabbard and ladles, resulting lu some untruthful
He wore
the youthful driver mounted his seat dismounted.
as well as unnecessary accusations.
The creaky old leather boots, corduroy troniers, a flan- Everyone can't bo successful, so let us
tod cried, "Gld-aplrehlcle gave a great lunge that threw nel shirt, felt hat, and a green veil. hope that those who were defeated will
Ena ont of her seat and Into the fat His companion was dressed la a simi- accept their defeat as gracefully as
lar fashion but had his features cov- possible, and those who were successwoman's lap.
ful will realize that they should
"That's all right; you didn't fcurt me ered with a black.veiL
the seriousness of their obli"We never molest ladies," said the
none." said the woman of weight as
man In the green veil. "I guess we gations. If they are fortunate enough
Ena straightened her hat and a
to win next fall.
Madge had caught herself and will have to let you past" Then, stepWe regret to write that Elwyn
.
In
directly
ping
Madge
front of
he
was laughing merrily at the
is still on the sick list.
Come and bilng your friends to tha
"These measly drivers are all alike." noted the small revolver that was held
Ikix social and masquerade dance at
said the fat woman, addressing no one tightly In her bsnd above ber bead.
-"They're a careless,
"Pardon me," he said, "but before the Recreation Club next Saturday,
!n particular.
lot and don't think of we go I guess I better make sure of March 27. Indies are requested to
by taking that little gun bring boxes, gentlemen bring the ladles
anybody but themselves. Just listen our
and a determination to make the evento thst fellow whistle; little he cares for a souvenir."
ing aa enjoyable as possible.
Reaching up and gently taking the
whose neck he breaks by his careless
Mrs. F. D. Vlckers came to nondale
driving."
little revolver he quickly put his bsnd on Saturday to interest the people
In
Is
now."
right
everything
pocket
all
his
Into
out
and
took
a small the entertainments to lie given for the v
"But
grand
a
such
Madge said, "and It's
automatic revolver, removed the cart- library association. The first will tie
ridges, slipped them Into hts coat, and on March 20. Mrs. Vlckers was sc- morning I can't blame him for whisplaced hla revolver In Madge's hand. . vuimuim vj
tling. I feel that way myself."
UUIUIrTI VI aVSVUlllSft
'Indies.
(To Bo Continued)
Madge Morris, the only child cf ralV.
pre-East-
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CHAPTER I.

Ma-lM-

e

even-temper-

to other floor coverings.
Best Grade

Best Grade

Printed Linoleum

Inlaid Linoleum

$1.60 Sq. Yd.

v

-

COfiYfJCHT

room Kitten Floor, Dining Room,
Living Room, Bedroom or Hall.; A perfectly
sanitary floor covering. Artistic, sensible,
durable, restful and easy to keep clean, in
many pretty combinations. Colors: Granite,
Moiretile, Effects and Plain Linoleum is now
used all over the home as a lasting floor
It's a wise woman who uses
covering.
Lino eum on all her floors. Saves work,
for you and
worry and always looks clean. Let us figure the cost
show you the pretty patterns to select from. Put Linoleum on your
floors this spring and note the difference in long wear, and service
J-

"

T7T

'

be-fo- re

$2.75 and $3 Sq.Yd.

Congoleum Art Rugs it all sizes at most reasonable
- prices
another good floor covering.
Congoleum by the Square Yard 95 Cents
No Home Is Complete Without a

too. IER

record-smashin-

KITCHEN CABINET

"all-star- "

The KITCHEN CABINET that saves miles of steps. You need the best, so why
Hoosier preference has been gained through one
not buy a HOOSIER?
understanding featureits many conveniences over any other cabinet made.
Ask the woman that owns a HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET. See our window
display of Hoosiers this weekand then come in and let us explain why you
should own a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet this spring.
FOR YOUR LAWN AND GARDEN
The very Best Quality Seeds and Garden Tools ready for you, such as Hoes,
Rakes, Spades, Forks, Garden Hose, Lawn Mowers, Fertilizers and all other
necessary equipment and supplies for your garden.
YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

X A. MAHONEY, Inc.
THE STORE OF QUALITY"
It's time now
Paints, Oils, Hardware, Electric Goods, Sporting Goods.
display.
to buy that Refrigerator. See our

Irish Freedom In the Clark building,
COL. LOOMI8 TAYLOR AM)
.MISS TINNIN STAGE ROMANCE on South Gold. Wediiesnyd evening, in
commemoration of St. Patrick's Day.
Dinty Moore of Camp Cody waa chairmatouch
got
aa
about,
Some war it
man. Major II. K. Whltlodge. comanyway
likely
became
it
to do;
ters are
manding
of the Public Health
Julius Roach left the city Sunday for known that Col. Ijoniiiia Taylor and Hospital, officer
acted as toastmaster and re"eloped"
to
Et
Mesa, Arli.
had
Miss Ida Tinuin
sponded to "The Irish In America";
Paso tlil morning to be married there
to "St. Putrick's Day
J. C. OU-ary- ,
"Dud" McDonald whs up from El tonight by the Episcopal minlHter.
.
Morning"; Capf. K. A. Munos,
In ho to spend the
Colonel Taylor will go on to Phila- in the
Indies"; John T. Keeley, to
delphia, Pa., and Mm. Taylor will I to "The
Galla-ghe- r
Mm. Martha B. Anient spent the back to finlMli her year out aa a mem- "IrlMh Freedom," and Raphael
to "The Irish in the World War."
w'k-ii- l
in Kl Paso visiting with Mr. ber of the Ideal public school faculty.
and Mm, Sam Watklus.
The following telegram waa read
The CJraphle. wishes the newlyweds
by Mr. Moore from President Wilson's
U
certain,
which,
all
it
happiness
the
Mrs. Jennie Pierce made a trip to
'President
their friends here join in extending to secretary, Mr. Tumulty:
Suuta Rita Inst week.
extends greetings ami congratulations
them.
Posparty.
on personnel of dinner
Gnu Hunter wan transacting business
March aeventeetita celebrasibly
last
In Albuquerque last Thursday.
TY'LF.R
THANKS
D.
A.
Congress expected to pass resoHIS POLITICAL FRIENDS tion.
lution asking Irish to combine St PatO. P. Watklna and son, Dick, left the
rick celebration with general celebracity last Sunday for
short visit to
I wInIi to thank my friends and po- tion
to he held In Cnited States on
Tucson, Ariz.
In
me
assisted
supporters
who
litical
January sixteenth to commemorate
unWhile
JUMt
dosed.
campaign
Louis Dornbusch and brother, W. F. the
annlversay of driving of the snakes
Dornhusch, are back from a trip to Uie successful iu gaining the office to out of America."
certainly
the
is
aspired,
I
which
it
count
The following menu was discussed
source of gratification to me to receive
Mrs. C. A. Oodden, mother of Ed the heavy vote that fell but a little with due appreciation by all present:
Kruit Cocktail
r.odden, left the city Saturday for her short of achieving the result hoped for.
Celery
Green Olives
A. D. TYI.Elt.
homo in El Paso, after a pleasant visit
Nuts
with her aoii here.
Roast Turkey
FRIENDS OV IRISH FREEDOM
Parker House Rolls
Cattle Inspector Tom Baker made a
CELEBRATE ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Green Peas
Mashed Potatoes
business trip to Lordsburg yesterday.
Combination Salad
-t
given
was.
banquAn elalxirate
Armor Plate Hone wear longer.
SherlH't "ErUra Isle"
under the auspices of the Friends of
Hardy Shoe Store.
Coffee
Music
Mlnta
Clgarettea
Cigar
After the speeches had been given
the party repaired to the Deining Club
for dancing, with music furnished by
an orches'ura from the 24tb Infantry.
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Will Collins. Major Whltledge.
Captain and Mrs. Noble. Dr. and Mrs.
Moran, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hchoepf.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Kelly. Mr. and
Mra. Mshoney, Misses Winifred Walsh.
Wednesday. Marrb 21. Wallace Reid
Anna Nlelson. Helen FltK Pearl CobIn "The Love Burglar."
ble, Alice Hall, Stella Hicks, Anita
Thursday. March S3, Dorothy Cish In
Hock. Theresa Clark, Josephine Dolan,
"NnreH Nell."
Edith firmer, Mary Callahan, Mabel
Friday. Marrh 28, Pat he Special,
Herrlck, Marie Carney, Mary Casey,
"The Drifters."
Mary Duval, Myrtle Chapman, Ialsy
Saturday, Marrh 27, Paramount SpeMcGuffln; Mother Smullens; Dlnty
cial. -- Whit Heather," and "The Con
Moore, Captain Munot, (leorge lia nsch.
in Economy ."
Clark, William MoSwaln.
Warren
Sunday, Marrh 28. Marguerite Clark
Robert Taylor, R. V. Moore. J. W.
in "Come Out of the kitchen." and
Wilkinson. Tel Neal, (S. L. Rehenck.
John C. O'Leary, Charles Spencer, Dr.
J. J. Beatty, Ralph Keetty, Dr. - E
Peterson, Captain Fine, Allen ConnelL
in The Deaert Hero."
Ralph Gallagher, Jack Phelps. Dein-in- g
LOCAL BRIEFS

week-end-
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Fatty Arbuckle
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